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Student Body President also 
highlights need for 
communication and services. 
CAROLINE RASH 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
On Monday night, Stephen Gosnell 
gave his State of the University speech 
to a group of student government rep- 
resentatives, faculty members and stu- 
dents of Clemson University. 
Gosnell began his speech by nam- 
ing four areas that he believes are 
important to facilitate between student 
government and the student body: rep- 
resentation, accountability, communica- 
tion and services. 
Beginning with representation, 
Gosnell said he has instituted town hall 
meetings once a month. 
"City government should be the first 
place students can come with prob- 
lems," Gosnell said. 
On the campus level he says that he 
has heard general complaints about the 
academic grievance policy, and vari- 
ous viewpoints on the possibility of a 
tuition cap. 
A tuition cap or lack thereof is a hot- 
button issue when in-state students pay 
$16,590 and out-of-state students pay 
$27,014, according to approximations 
on the Clemson University Web site. 
The tuition cap would be a change 
from the increases of the past few 
years. 
For example, five years ago the 
price  to  attend  Clemson  was  $5,834 
see SPEECH, page A5 
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HERE'S THE IDEA: Stephen Gosnell 
speaks to students about future plans. 
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Gardens light up for holidays 
BRIE GALLOWAY/statf 
Clemson University's student government kicked off the holiday season with the "Lighting of the Gardens" ceremony on 
campus. The event began at 5:30 p.m. in the Student Senate Chambers. After several short remarks from speakers, the 
ceremony proceeded to the Class of 1947 Carillon Garden, nearTillman Hall. President Jim Barker and his wife, Marcia, 
lit the Christmas tree and surrounding bushes in the garden; the university's gospel choir also performed. According to 
tradition, candles were placed in the windows of Tillman Hall as well. 
Campus joins ONE campaign 
University aligns with world organizations 
in the fight against poverty. 
CAROLINE GARMON 
STAFF WRITER 
Clemson students will have the opportunity to band 
together and express their awareness of issues plaguing 
third world countries such as poverty, famine and dis- 
ease. Next semester, Clemson will become a campus of 
ONE, supporting the national ONE campaign to make 
poverty history. 
ONE is not a non-profit organization, but it is strict- 
ly a campaign. Therefore, the campaign does not exist 
as a fundraising or activism cause; the goal is to spread 
awareness. Proceeds from buying bracelets and T-shirts 
with the ONE logo for the campaign go to funding pub- 
lic relations for the campaign. 
ONE is a coalition of over two million people and 
more than 70 non-profit humanitarian organizations. 
ONE was founded by 11 American aid groups: Bread 
for the World, CARE, DATA, International Medical 
Corps, International Rescue Committee, Mercy Corps, 
Oxfam America, Plan USA, Save the Children US, 
see ONE, page A8 
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JOIN THE CAMPAIGN: Cooper Library featured a display of the 
"Campus of One" T-shirt design. 
SPORTS 
Clemson heads 
to Columbia to 
battle the 
Gamecocks, 
C4. 
OPINIONS 
Shopping shouldn't 
become more 
meaningful than 
time with family, 
B3 
TIMEOUT 
Daniel Craig aims 
at audience's 
hearts in 
"Casino Royale 
D6. 
WEEKEND FORECAST 
FRIDAY: Showers/Wind 
59 
35 
SATURDAY:   Partly Cloudy 
59/39 
SUNDAY:   Partly Cloudy 
57/32 
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Clemson wins blood- 
drive competition with 
USC: Clemson defeated the 
University of South Carolina 
in one competition this year, 
the USC-Clemson Blood Drive. 
For the first time since 2000, 
Clemson had more donors. In 
the final count Clemson had 
3,517 donors to USC's 3,195. 
Alpha Phi Omega National 
Service Fraternity hosted the 
drive with assistance from 
Gamma Sigma Sigma National 
Service Sorority and Chick-fil-A, 
Belk and Best Buy made dona- 
tions to the effort, according to 
Matthew Cousins, Blood Drive 
Chair of Alpha Phi Omega. Phi 
Kappa Tau and Delta Zeta were 
the highest participating social 
fraternity and sorority, respec- 
tively. 
Man shoots "friend" over 
Clemson-Carolina game bet: 
A Lexington, S.C. man used his 
hunting rifle to fire a single shot 
into another man's chest over 
a $20 bet placed on Saturday's 
game between the rival schools. 
James Walter Quick, 42, was 
arrested and charged with the 
shooting death of Richard Allen 
Johnson, 43, on Saturday. The 
shooting occurred after Johnson 
refused to pay the bet to Quick 
after Clemson lost to the 
University of South Carolina in 
Saturday's football game. The 
two men had been drinking 
beer all day and watching the 
game in Johnson's home, where 
an argument about the bet 
ensued after the game. 
Tie One On campaign for safe 
driving comes to Clemson: 
Redfern Health Center is 
launching the Tie One On For 
Safety campaign on Dec. 8 in 
an attempt to raise awareness 
about and deter drunk driv- 
ing, especially during the holi- 
day season. Mothers Against 
Drunk Driving (MADD) started 
the campaign in 1986; it was 
formerly known as "Project 
Red Ribbon," as it encourages 
people to tie a red ribbon to 
their cars in support of sober 
driving. In conjunction with 
sponsor Takata, the world's 
largest producer of seatbelts, 
MADD hopes to push seatbelt 
laws, along with its primary 
goal of sober driving. The legal 
blood alcohol content level in 
South Carolina is any level less 
than 0.08. 
Clemson Alumnus' creates 
nail that will save lives: Civil 
Engineering alumnus Ed Sutt 
who works for Bosritch has 
designed a nail that could save 
lives in the event of a hurricane 
or earthquake disaster. This 
HurriQuake nail was named 
the 2006 Innovation of the 
Year by the Popular Science 
magazine. This victory helped 
the HurriQuake nail to beat 
out 100 other new technolo- 
gies from around the world. 
Sutt received his bachelor's, 
master's and Ph.D. degrees in 
civil engineering from Clemson 
University. Sutt first noticed the 
disastrous effects of hurricanes 
when he visited the Caribbean 
following Hurricane Marilyn 
in 1995. This sight made him 
want to do something to help. 
>OTP*r 
"I couldn't help but notice it 
was the fasteners that failed in 
house after house after house, 
not the wood," said Sutt. "It 
occurred to me that breaks were 
occurring around the fastener 
or nail, so we needed to come 
up with a better fastener to hold 
the house together." Nails have 
not been modified much in the 
past 200 years, so Sutf s inven- 
tion made a huge impact on 
the construction of houses that 
used HurriQuake nails. These 
nails only add up to $15 to the 
cost of a house. The design of 
the HurriQuake took six years 
to perfect. The head of the nail 
is larger than the average head 
of an average-sized nail to pre- 
vent sinking or pulling through 
wood. The HurriQuake nail 
is currently only offered in the 
coastal region from Texas to 
North Carolina. 
Students collecting old prom 
dresses for charity: Students 
from the Civics and Service 
House are collecting old prom 
dresses to sell for $5-15 in a low- 
income school in the area. The 
proceeds will go either to the 
Fahmarr MacElrathbey fund or 
to a women's shelter. "We will 
most likely set up a station on 
the bridge at the beginning of 
next semester so if girls want to 
bring their prom dresses back 
when they go home for break, 
that would be excellent," said 
chair of the project Madisson 
Wisher, a freshman study- 
ing pre-rehabilitation. Also, 
people can bring dresses to the 
second floor of the Clemson 
House or e-mail Madisson 
at mwisher@clemson.edu. 
The Civics and Service 
House is part of the Qemson 
University Living and Learning 
Community, which originated 
in the fall of 2005. It is open to 
service-oriented students from 
all majors. 
Clemson Players and Alpha 
Psi Omega bring "Bug" to 
Clemson: Members of the 
Qemson Players and theatre 
honor society Alpha Psi Omega 
are going to present Tracy Lett's 
"Bug" Nov. 30 through Dec. 3 
at The Brooks Center for the 
Performing Arts. The play is 
set after the first Iraq war in a 
motel room in Oklahoma; it fol- 
lows Agnes, a woman on the 
run from her violent husband, 
and Peter, a combat veteran 
who is AWOL (absent without 
leave) from an army hospital. 
Peter claims that he has been a 
guinea pig for army scientists 
and has implanted bugs crawl- 
ing under his skin, but he could 
just be a paranoid schizophren- 
ic. The show is directed by Jeff 
McLaren, a senior studying per- 
forming arts. "This is definitely 
a deep trip through the wrong 
side of town," said McLaren. 
"Bug" is edgy and explosive." 
The cast includes theatre profes- 
sor Carrie Ann Collins and per- 
forming arts students Anthony 
Goodin, Grayson Powell, 
Sheldon Paschal and Meg 
Pierson. Bellamy Theater will 
host the show at 8 p.m. Thurs.- 
Sat. and 3 p.m. on Sun. Tickets 
are available at the door to stu- 
dents for $5 and adults for $7. 
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Increasing Tuition 
Costs More Cash. 
Students decide to 
swtich schools, try new 
environment. 
ASHLEY CRISP 
STAFF WRITER 
Rising tuition fees and declining number of 
grants have hit college students hard over the 
past few years. The cost of attending college 
increased 6.3 percent in the past year alone. This 
leaves students searching for a way to pay for all 
the expenses that accompany higher education. 
The recent "College Life - Finances & Banking" 
survey illustrates that college students are foot- 
ing the bill themselves through loans and debt. 
This, in turn, has made the majority of students 
more conscious of their financial decisions. 
Experience, Inc. conducted a survey of 
4,800 college students from across the nation. 
Experience, Inc. is utilized by four-year and 
two-year colleges alike, providing career oppor- 
tunities for students and alumni. The company 
also offers financial advice and tips to college 
students on supervising finances. The purpose 
of the "College Life - Finances & Banking" sur- 
vey was to study the financial habits of college 
students, including the use of loans, credit cards 
and the rate of long-term spending. 
A majority of undergraduates finance school 
independent of family help. According to the 
survey, one-fourth of students in college pay 
tuition and fees through student loans, one 
fourth receives a scholarship, and another 
fourth works throughout the year to fund 
school. Aside from these students, 15 percent 
have loans through their parents. The thought 
of the future worries 25 percent of those sur- 
veyed, who express concern about the repay- 
ment of loans after college. Roughly the same 
numbers are troubled at paying for school while 
attending college. 
Along with the cost of tuition, the cost of 
living is another expense. The survey shows 
EMMETT MCQUINN/graphics 
about half of students use cash or debit to pur- 
chase $50 or less worth of items. Conversely, 
credit cards are the payment of choice for higher 
priced items, such as clothes, restaurants, toilet- 
ries and groceries. Over 72 percent of college 
students have at least one credit card. Credit 
cards are convenient and offer quick cash to 
students. However, while the use of credit cards 
is high among students, the purchases made are 
generally for necessities. 
While spending is one thing, paying it off is 
another. Managing debt and paying off credit 
card bill in full is the attitude held by 58 percent 
of college students surveyed. Next to none pay 
only the minimum when the monthly bill comes; 
most pay more than is owed at the time. 
Why are students attracted to credit cards 
in the first place? Companies offer incentives 
to those who sign up, and the bonuses increase 
with use. The rate of interest was the major fac- 
tor reported when choosing a card, followed 
closely by initial fees and terms of use. Upon 
signing up, additional benefits range from air- 
line points to free hotel stays. 
Apart from spending, college students are 
also trying to save a little as well. Twenty-six 
percent of college students admit worrying 
about long-term savings. When asked about 
banking habits, respondents answered with 
four main factors associated with selecting a 
bank. They include location and availability of 
ATM, sign-up fees and interest rates. 
The conclusion of this survey gives an out- 
line of how college students manage to pay for 
college, and how that responsibility influences 
their financial choices outside of college. On the 
whole, most students are not given the credit 
they deserve when it comes to the task of han- 
dling finances and savings. "It's very important 
for college students to be conscious of ways to 
manage their finances, so when they graduate 
college they can better align living expenses 
with their income," said Jennifer Floren, 
founder & CEO, Experience, Inc. "Financial 
management resources are abundant, so college 
students can start educating themselves now on 
how to develop healthy spending and budget- 
ing habits." 
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pets, your 
furniture or 
even your 
home! 
Sell your 
worldly 
possessions 
in 
E-mail 
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It's your worst case scenario — when you go to the 
student bookstore at the end of the semester to sell back 
that expensive textbook from the class you dropped, an 
unapologetic employee tells you that the bookstore is not 
buying your book back. 
As you reel from the injustice of it all, think about 
this: While it may seem like the student bookstores in 
Clemson, namely the downtown Student Bookstore and 
the University's Campus Bookstore, are trying to squeeze 
every last penny out of you, there are several strategies to 
help you sell textbooks back for a higher price and buy 
them much cheaper. 
When buying textbooks, remember this: The book- 
store has a price-matching policy. 
According to a Campus Bookstore employee, if you 
find a textbook in the downtown bookstore at a cheaper 
price, you ■will not have to pay more on campus. 
Although textbook prices in both stores are generally 
WAITING IN LINE: Doors are opening and lines 
form as the time to sell books approaches. 
the same, the price matching policy has the possibility of 
saving you a few dollars. Keep in mind, however, that the 
price matching policy does not apply to textbooks found 
online. 
To maximize your dollar when you are selling text- 
books, the employees at the Campus Bookstore offers 
these words of wisdom: Sell back your books at the 
beginning of the exam week rather than at the end. This 
prevents the bookstore from reaching its quota, making it 
more likely to sell textbooks back for up to 50 percent of 
the original purchase price. 
After the quota is reached for certain textbooks, the 
bookstore can only buy them back for up to 25 percent of 
the original purchase price. 
Employees at the Campus bookstore also tell students 
to sell back books for classes in which they do not have 
exams, as the campus bookstore buys back books year 
round. 
Wondering if the bookstore will buy back the textbook 
that you have highlighted and annotated every page? 
As long as it is not destroyed or illegible, marked-up 
textbooks are bought back. 
Of course, you could run into the same problem that 
sophomore Brittany Long did. 
"I bought a book and took the shrink wrap off of it," 
she said. "The bookstore wouldn't take it, although it was 
in perfect condition." 
The Student Bookstore downtown, recently under 
new management, soon ■will enact a policy that will reduce 
the amounts of textbooks, shrink wrapped or not, jockey- 
ing for space in the garbage can. 
"What separates us from the campus bookstore is that 
we're buying back every book now — we'll be giving 
you some money for old or unused books," said Jason 
Matousek, bookstore manager. "It's for those books that 
we're always saying "I'm sorry, we can't take this.' We 
don't want books to end up in the trash." 
While the Student Bookstore will not give you the 
same amount of money as a book that will be reused, you 
will still be able to pocket a few extra dollars. 
According to Matousek, it will still be difficult or 
impossible to sell back "custom" books; that is books used 
when teachers want to use certain chapters from books 
and omit others. 
"Teachers change their mind too often," said 
Matousek. 
Along with the new buy-back policy, the new manage- 
ment of the Student Bookstore is going to enact a Loyalty 
Card in the near future. The more you buy and sell with 
the bookstore, the more benefits you will get. 
"If you're going to shop exclusively with us, you're 
going to save more," said Matousek. 
One final way to get more money for your used books 
is to encourage your professors to turn in book orders on 
time. 
Otherwise, the bookstore will only be able to buy 
back books for the wholesale price. 
Still unhappy with the amount of money you are get- 
ting back for your books? 
Some students, like senior Erin Montgomery, have 
success selling books online. 
Last year, Montgomery earned back about $175 when 
she sold her books through Amazon.com. 
In an attempt to lower textbook prices all together, 
another Web site, BooksOnCampus.com, is trying to 
eliminate bookstores and end their monopolies on text- 
books. 
The Web site's founders, Mark Kantor, Tim Suzman 
and Ted Suzman have made their Web site available for 
the more than 15 million college students nationwide. The 
Web site allows students to buy and sell books directly 
from each other. 
"By using BooksOnCampus.com, fellow students can 
sell their books for three or four times what they would 
get from the bookstore," said the Suzman brothers. 
"At the same time, buyers save an average of 53 per- 
cent on used textbooks. Since buyers and sellers can meet 
right on campus, there are no shipping fees, and students 
have a chance to look at the book before the sale is com- 
plete. There's no way to lose; it's a perfect system." 
According to its founders, BooksOnCampus.com has 
saved $150,000 at Brandeis University, their alma mater, 
through their online textbook exchange. 
According to Matousek, the downfall of online book 
selling and buying is that it drives up prices at actual 
bookstores. 
So what do you do with that one, errant book that no 
one will buy? Why don't you keep it? 
"As once being a student, then being a grad student 
and finally becoming a teacher, I would say think twice 
before selling a book back," Peter Cohen, professor of 
religion, said. 
Cohen said that as a college graduate, you might some 
day regret selling some of your textbooks but if you do 
decide to sell back your book, "As a parent, I would say 
give your parents their money back." 
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Weekly World Update 
World Report 
■ Pope visits Turkey in hopes of 
reconciliation: Pope Benedict XVI 
held Mass in Selcuk, Turkey, a city 
many Christians believe may have 
been the home of the Virgin Mary. 
About 250 invited guests attended 
the Mass and had to walk through 
three separate metal detectors to 
arrive at the site. A chapel was 
built over the ruins, where some 
Christians believe St. John the 
Apostle took Mary to care for her 
after Jesus' death. Pope Benedict's 
visit was intended to extend 
the "hand of brotherhood" to 
Muslims, after many protested his 
remarks linking Islam to violence. 
Turkey's population of 70 million 
is predominately Muslim, with 
Christian minority of about 90,000. 
The pope plans to travel next to 
Istanbul, where he will meet with 
Christian leader Bartholomew I, 
leader of 300 million Orthodox 
Christians. The visit is an attempt 
to reunite the two major branches 
of Christianity. 
■ NATO countries concerned 
about sending troops to southern 
Afghanistan: NATO pressured its 
members Tuesday to deploy more 
troops to southern Afghanistan 
to fight the Taliban insurgency. 
Canada, which has suffered 36 
casualties this year, complained of 
shouldering most of the respon- 
sibility, while Germany resisted 
sending more troops, except in 
case of an emergency. Meanwhile, 
France and Poland offered to 
expand their roles in the mission, 
which has backing from British 
Prime Minister Tony Blair and 
U.S. President George Bush. "I 
would hope that by 2008, well 
have made considerable progress 
... (with) effective and trusted 
Afghan security forces gradually 
taking control," said Jaap de Hoop 
Scheffer, NATO Secretary-General. 
■ Ivory Coast officials reinstated 
after waste scandal: President of 
The Ivory Coast, Laurent Gbagbo, 
restored three government officials 
to their positions Wednesday after 
they were accused of allowing 
toxic waste to be dumped in the 
capital of the Ivory Coast. The 
waste contributed to 10 deaths 
and sickness in thousands of 
people. Abidjan port director 
Marcel Gossio, customs boss 
Konan Gnamien and Abidjan 
district governor Djedji Amondji 
were accused of negligence and 
improper conduct, according to 
a government report. A Dutch 
commodities trader, Trafigura 
Beheer BV, said that it hired a 
local company to dispose of the 
waste; however, most the mate- 
rial was dumped in the city, often 
yards from people's residences. 
In September, the prime minister 
suspended the three men and 
several other senior officials. These 
suspensions are now commuted to 
shorter office terms, and the men 
are subject to a continuing judicial 
inquiry. 
National Report 
■ Honeybees trained to sniff 
out explosive devices: Scientists 
have found a way to train 
honeybees to sniff out bombs, 
according to researchers in the 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
in New Mexico. The scientists 
trained the bees by letting them 
sniff explosives, then offering 
them a sugar water reward. 
Therefore, the bees "signal" secu- 
rity guards or scientists by stick- 
ing out their proboscis, or feeding 
tube for nectar, when they detect 
certain explosives. The bees can 
detect anything from dynamite 
and C-4 plastic explosives to 
materials used in improvised 
explosive devices in Iraq. "We 
are very excited at the success 
of our research as it could have 
far-reaching implications for both 
defense and homeland security," 
research scientist Tim Haarmann 
said. 
■ Charges filed in teen's death 
at boot camp: Eight former 
employees of the Bay County 
Sheriffs Office were charged 
with aggravated manslaughter 
due to "culpable negligence" of 
a 14-year-old boy who died at a 
Florida boot camp for juvenile 
offenders. A videotape of the 
incident showed seven guards 
and a nurse taking Anderson to 
the ground using various pres- 
sure points, punches and shoves. 
He was later taken to the hospital 
on a stretcher, where he died. 
The Bay County sheriffs office 
said Anderson was restrained 
for being uncooperative. While 
an initial autopsy, conducted 
by Dr. Charles Siebert, showed 
Anderson died a natural death 
caused by complications of a 
sickle cell trait, a second autopsy, 
conducted by pathologist Dr. 
Vernard Adams, showed the teen 
was suffocated by guards who 
were restraining him. 
■ Pelosi says no to potential 
nominee: House speaker Nancy 
Pelosi said that she will not 
nominate Rep. Alcee Hastings 
to head the House intelligence 
committee. Hastings, who has 
been elected to seven terms in 
Florida, was considered next in 
line for the position. Pelosi has 
sparked controversy among 
her colleagues with her recent 
nominations or lack thereof. She 
recently appointed Rep. John 
Murtha of Pennsylvania to the 
majority leader post, but that 
decision was overruled in a vote 
by the party caucus because of 
a watchdog group's assertion 
that Murtha was one of the most 
corrupt members of Congress. 
Meanwhile, Hastings was the 
subject of a bribery investiga- 
tion in 1981. He was acquitted, 
but a panel of federal judges 
later recommended that he be 
impeached, and the House voted 
413-3 to do so, according to the 
Miami Herald. 
News By Numbers 
24 
number of swimmers, this week, that a rogue sea lion chased 
from the water and bit in San Francisco. 
25 
number of dollars, per day, a homeowners' association plans 
to fine a woman until she removes a Christmas wreath with a 
peace sign that some say is an anti-Iraq war protest or a symbol 
of Satan. 
400,000 
value, in dollars, of an almond stash stolen and hoarded by 
two Californian men. 
Kardhik Vsiredy 
Cooper Library Security Guard 
•30 
seconds with... 
Jennifer Salane: Have you ever 
been a security guard anywhere else on 
campus? 
Kardhik Vsiredy: Yes, I've been 
here (in the Cooper Library) for 
three months, but before that I 
worked for the escort service and 
at football games. 
JS: What do you do to entertain yourself 
while you are working? 
KV: I study for electrical 
engineering. I'm in the graduate program 
here. 
JS: Do you catch people stealing books 
often? 
KV: No, I've never caught anyone 
stealing. Clemson has good people. 
JS: What is the weirdest experience 
you've ever had on the job? 
KV: When I was working at a football 
game some people came up and tried to 
bribe me with $20 to let them in through 
the fire exit. 
JS: Didn't you charge them at least the 
"face value," like a game ticket? 
KV: No! I follow the rules. 
JS: Are there any strange myths about 
the library? 
KV: Some people say that students 
actually live in the library-they don't. 
JS: What's the longest shift you ever 
worked? 
KV: The 6 p.m. to 4 a.m. shift. 
ONE: Efforts to help poor continually 
increase with contributions from page M 
World Concern and World 
Vision. 
The campaign is different 
than these American based 
non-profit organizations 
because it is founded upon 
spreading awareness of pov- 
erty and disease versus raising 
money or goods for impover- 
ished people. 
The ONE campaign is 
an American branch of the 
international fight to "Make 
Poverty History" that supports 
goals outlined by the United 
Nations. 
In fact, ONE was inspired 
by the signing of the 
United Nations Millennium 
Development Goals construct- 
ed in September of 2000. Some 
of these goals include freedom, 
equality, solidarity, tolerance 
and respect for nature. 
Clemson sophomore and 
political science major, Emily 
Burchfield is very active in 
raising awareness of the ONE 
campaign on campus. 
Last year, Gantt Intercultural 
Center approached her about 
starting the ONE campaign 
at Clemson because she had 
already signed the pledge to 
support the campaign. 
"[One helps] developing 
nations of the world, primar- 
ily African countries because 
of the huge AIDS and poverty 
crisis there," said Burchfield. 
"The people of these 
nations are capable of helping 
themselves, and ONE recog- 
nizes that. [ONE] supports 
anti-corruption measures and 
calls for stable governments in 
these developing nations." 
Burchfield said ONE 
believes that using an addi- 
tional 1 percent of the U.S. 
budget toward providing basic 
needs like education, health, 
ANN MARLED graphics 
safe water and food in order to 
transform an entire generation 
in the world's poorest coun- 
tries. ONE also supports debt 
cancellation and trade reform 
in order to help the poorest 
nations 
A ONE committee com- 
posed of 10 to 15 Clemson 
students has already formed 
on campus, and they are plan- 
ning events to raise awareness 
for ONE and raise money for 
the organizations that back the 
campaign. Burchfield encour- 
ages students to contact her if 
they are interested in joining to 
committee. 
Events to promote the 
cause include art shows, inter- 
national festivals and concerts. 
Burchfield said that the goal is 
to get students to unite togeth- 
er in a fun way to show their 
support for the campaign. 
Burchfield believes that 
Clemson students should get 
involved with the ONE cam- 
paign "It is a great blanket 
campaign," said Burchfield. 
"By that, I mean it encom- 
passes the primary issues in 
the developing nations of the 
world: health care, education, 
environmental sustainabil- 
ity, maternal mortality, hunger, 
AIDS and malaria." 
The University of Georgia 
is already involved in the ONE 
campaign, and both Winthrop 
and the University of South 
Carolina have shown interest 
in supporting ONE. 
The city of Clemson is a city 
of ONE, but it is not officially 
listed on the ONE Web site 
yet. The only requirement to 
become a city of ONE is to get 
the approval of the city mayor. 
"As a city of ONE and a 
university of ONE, we'd love 
to work closely with town 
members to start commu- 
nity projects to benefit those in 
need around the world," said 
Burchfield. 
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CUPD seeks new police chief 
Candidates visit campus 
for interviews 
and public forums.. 
JENNIFER SALANE 
NEWS   EDITOR 
The search for a new chief of police moves 
into full swing. Candidates are stepping up 
to bat to see who will become the next leader 
for the Clemson University Police Department 
(CUPD). 
After doing an extensive search for the right 
candidate, the search has been narrowed down 
to five people. More than 200 applications were 
received for the position. 
Marc Laine Cossich, Creig William Doyle, 
Johnson Link, Greg Dhaene and Jeffrey Scott 
Shelton are five applicants that are under con- 
sideration by the University. 
Mary Poore, associate vice president for 
municipal services in Clemson's division of 
student affairs, is among those officials who 
selected the five candidates for their on-cam- 
pus visits. 
Each of the five candidates will have the 
opportunity to conduct interviews with faculty, 
staff and even students during this process. 
"What we are looking for in a chief of police 
is excellent leadership and management skills 
and experience with campus law enforcement," 
Poore said. 
Students have the opportunity to meet with 
the candidates and discuss any concerns or 
questions they have. 
"We have an excellent slate of candidates." 
Poore said. 
"Each candidate will go through two days of 
interviews." 
According to Poore, the most recent chief of 
police, Gregory Harris, resigned for personal 
reasons in November of 2005. 
Each candidate has experience with law 
enforcement in his previous and current work. 
Marc Laine Cossich is the chief of police 
at Stephen F. Austin State University in 
Nacodoches, Texas. 
Creig William Doyle is the director of secu- 
rity and chief of police at Carnegie Mellon 
University in Pittsburgh, Penn. 
Johnson Link is a retired chief of the city of 
Clemson Police Department. Link is also the 
department head of public service at Tri-County 
Technical College in Anderson. 
Greg Dhaene is the sheriff of LaGrange 
County in LaGrange, Ind. 
Jeffrey Scott Shelton is the director and chief 
of police at the University of Missouri in Kansas 
City. 
Until a new chief of police is chosen Captain 
James Gowan is serving as the interim assistant 
chief of police as well as investigations com- 
mander for the CUPD. 
Gowan was moved into the position of 
interim assistant chief upon the departure of 
the then interim chief, David Perry. Perry left 
CUPD to become chief of police at Florida State 
University in late January. 
"At that time our other captain, Eric 
Hendricks, became interim chief," Gowan said. 
"The Navy Reserve altered that plan for us by 
sending Captain Hendricks into active duty in 
the Gulf region." 
Without need for a title change, Gowan 
began acting as chief in the absence of one until 
the current search is completed. 
Gowan's title will not change immediately 
upon the hire of the new permanent chief. 
"There will be a subsequent decision to be 
made about permanently filling the assistant 
chief position," Gowan said. "Unless I am 
chosen for that position I anticipate returning 
to my duties as captain over our investigations 
division." 
For the chief of police, a walk in their shoes 
is different day in and day out. 
"One of the things that attracts many people 
to law enforcement as a career is that tomorrow 
is not likely to be the same as today," Gowan 
said. 
Most days begin with a similar routine. The 
chief of police and two other officers who head 
different divisions in the interim arrangement 
sit down and have a meeting. The previous 
day's events are looked over and reports that 
require investigative follow up are transferred 
to investigations. 
"There is opportunity at this meeting for a 
lot of information exchange regarding any and 
all issues concerning our department," Gowan 
said. "Depending on the time of the year and 
day of the week this meeting is usually 20 min- 
utes to an hour and a half." 
The chief is responsible for directly supervis- 
ing the two division heads as well as Lashaunda 
Soto, who supervises the records office and 
communications officers. 
The chief also supervises the auxiliary stu- 
dent patrol. 
"I would like to see a person hired who 
is ready to be a long-term part of Clemson 
University and lead our police department in a 
way that the employees here see that he cares 
about Clemson University and about them," 
Gowan said. 
The candidates will begin holding public 
forums on Thursday, Nov. 30 from 5 to 6 p.m. 
in Hendrix Meeting Room B. Other forums will 
be held on Monday, Dec. 4 from 5 to 6 p.m. in 
Hendrix Ballroom B, Wednesday, Dec. 6, 5 to 6 
p.m. in Hendrix Ballroom A and Thursday, Dec. 
7 from 5 to 6 p.m. in the Poole-Shanklin Room 
in Clemson House. 
"We hope to have a new police chief in place 
in January," Poore said. 
TOM HAMILTON/staff 
BAD BOYS, BAD BOYS: The Clemson University Police Department is currently searching 
for a new police chief after the resignation of Chief Harris last Fall. 
In the 
Campus Arrests 
The following are arrests that were made by the Clemson University 
Police Department from Wednesday, Nov. 15 to Monday, Nov. 27. 
Nov. 18 
10:34 p.m., Joel Holodynski, public disorderly conduct, N- 
Gate, officer: Kaylor 
Nov. 23 
5:23 a.m., Demetrius Gambrell, driving under suspicion, 
Botanical Gardens, officer: Tiller 
Nov. 25 
3:34 a.m., Arnaud Castagne, assault/battery, Calhoun Courts, 
officer: Cassell 
10:52 a.m., John Hayes, simple possession of marijuana, FHS, 
officer: Henriksen 
12:05 p.m., Zachary Martin, public disorderly conduct, FHS, 
officer: Marzolf 
4:53 p.m., Steve Simmons, public disorderly conduct, Rowing 
Center, officer: Zargorski 
5:50 p.m., Robert Phillips, public disorderly conduct, Cherry 
Road, officer: Marzolf 
6:06 p.m., Lucas Abney, assault /battery, Trustee Park, officer: 
Harrington 
8:27 p.m., Steven Thompson, public disorderly conduct, 
Daniel Drive, officer: Harrington 
Crime Report  
The following calls were among those that Clemson University Police 
responded to between Wednesday, Nov. 15 and Monday, Nov. 27. 
Nov. 15 
8:35 a.m., handicap violation, Morrison Road, officer: Moore 
Nov. 16 
7:26 a.m., burglar alarm, Riggs, officer: Demalo 
10:25 a.m., petty larceny, C-4, officer: Marzolf 
11:09 p.m., vandalism, Johnstone, officer: Howard 
Nov. 20 
6:12 a.m., malicious damage, Gentry Hall, officer: Hughes 
Nov. 25 
12:08 p.m., larceny of moped, Fike, officer: Cassell 
7:58 p.m., lynching, STI, officer: Zargoski 
Nov. 27 
6:47 p.m., larceny, Cooper Library, officer: Henriksen 
Fire Report  
The following calls were among those that Clemson University Fire 
Department responded to between Wednesday, Nov. 15 and Monday, 
Nov. 27. 
Nov. 15 
1:26 p.m., fire alarm, Geer Hall, CUFD 
Nov. 20 
5:48 p.m., dumpster fire, Madren, CUFD 
Nov. 25 
7:27 p.m., trash fire, Lot 4, CUFD 
Nov. 26 
9:25 a.m., dumpster fire, Cemetery Hill, CUFD 
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AFROTC recognized for continuing excellence 
Successful program 
continues to meet 
national goals. 
BLAIRE KOBLISKI 
STAFF  WRITER 
Qemson's Air Force ROTC 
detachment 770 is flying higher 
after winning the highest honor 
awarded to an airborne detach- 
ment. The Right of Line award is 
given to the best Air Force ROTC 
detachment in the nation in each of 
the three size categories. 
Clemson's AFROTC  detach- 
ment 770 won in the medium 
category. Qemson's AFROTC was 
the winner out of the 144 detach- 
ments comprised of over 16,000 
cadets from all over the country. 
Qemson received this honor once 
before in 1985. 
The winning detachment was 
composed of cadets and cadres 
serving the detachment during the 
period between the summers of 
2004 and 2006. 
"It was truly an ongoing 
team effort," says Robert T. 
Childers, the current comman- 
dant of cadets, "Cadets and Cadre 
alike simply gave 100 percent 
toward the mission of AFROTC 
Three credit hours* 
While you're on break. 
That's one intense college class. 
Want to set ahead over your holiday break? Take a class 
at Greenville Tech. Choose from many popular subjects tausht 
in an online and in-class format that allows you to meet just 
seven times besinnins December 14 and endins December 29. 
Call (864) 250-8197 or visit 
www.greenvilletech.com 
for details. 
— to produce leaders for the Air 
Force, and build better citizens 
for America." 
While this award is the most 
prestigious a detachment can earn, 
the Clemson AFROTC has had 
many previous recognitions to 
give the detachment a little wind 
beneath its wings. 
The detachment was selected 
by the national membership two 
years in a row to be the National 
Headquarters for Arnold Air 
Society, a cadet honorary service 
organization. This is the first 
time in history a detachment was 
selected for this honor two years 
in a row. 
The Clemson AFROTC 
was selected by the Air Force 
Association as the Most 
Outstanding Air Force ROTC 
Detachment in the state of South 
Carolina for two years in a row. 
They were also selected as 
the High Flight Award Winner 
by Air Force ROTC Headquarters 
- an award given to the best Air 
Force ROTC Detachment in the 
Southeast Region. While the 
detachment is decorated more 
than most they do not plan to 
settle where they are; they still 
have their hopes aimed higher in 
the sky. 
Childers has high aspirations 
for the future — when asked about 
his plans, Childers responds, "To 
keep striving as a team to fulfill 
our mission of producing leaders 
for the Air Force and better citi- 
zens for America, to keep making 
Clemson proud as we strive to live 
up to her glorious heritage and to 
let the rest take care of itself." 
The Clemson AFROTC is tak- 
ing Clemson's name and raising 
it up to the sky, planning to keep 
flying high. 
PAID ADVERTISEMENT 
Planning a Successful New Year's Resolution for 2007 
By Kimberly Rapp, MS, RD, LDN 
Registered Dietitian 
Clemson Dining Services 
Thanksgiving is past and Christmas and New Year's are just around the corner. Did you 
take my advice from the article in the November 17th Tiger News about celebrating the 
holiday season without adding inches to your waistline? If not, shame on you! But it is 
not too late to read the article, check it out on the Nutrition Tips section of the Clemson 
Dining Services Website (www.clemson.edu/dining). If it is too late and you have gained 
some weight from your tasty Thanksgiving dinner, or you are planning to lose some 
weight in general for your New Year's resolution then this article is for you! 
So often many people go into a new year with a resolution and by the end of the first day, 
first week or first month they have abandoned their resolution and gone back to their old 
ways. This year if your New Year's resolution is going to be about your nutrition and 
maybe losing some extra weight take this advice so you can stick to your resolution and 
see results! 
Having a successful New Year's resolution for weight loss starts now, not lanuary 1 st. 
Planning is an important factor in how successful you are going to be over the next year. 
Here are some tips to help you plan and follow through with a successful New Year's reso- 
lution for weight loss and nutrition improvement this year. 
• Set attainable goals for yourself. Don't set goals that you know will be too challenging 
to achieve. If you do then you may become easily discouraged. 
• Understand that you can't achieve all of the goals you set at once. Choose one or two 
at a time to work on and achieve. Once you have achieved those goals and feel comfort- 
able with the changes you have made add another goal to work on achieving. These 
small changes will help you to maintain them for a lifetime. 
• Find a friend or relative who has the same or similar New Year's resolution to partner with. 
Many people are more successful when they have someone working with them to pro- 
vide support, motivation and accountability. 
• Think about the foods you eat. Which ones can you live with and those you can't live 
without? Ensure that you do not omit any of the foods that you can't live without, 
especially if it is a food that is high in calories and/or fat. If you omit the foods that you 
believe you can't live without then you may have a tendency to crave them and then 
binge on the item eating more than necessary. Just remember that these foods are to be 
eaten in moderation! 
• Learn to understand your hunger cues. Many people are either emotional eaters or eat 
due to habit. Learning your true hunger cues will help you to learn to eat when you are 
truly hungry. This is a sign that your body is in need of fuel. If you eat when you are not 
hungry, then you risk eating more than your body needs, which can lead to weight gain. 
• When you do sit down for a meal or a snack, look at your portion sizes. Evaluate how 
much they are compared to an actual serving size. If your portions are too large then be- 
gin downsizing your portions to normal serving amounts. 
• Remember that ALL foods are good in moderation. 
• Enjoy what you do eat. It takes your brain approximately 20 minutes to realize that is full, 
so if you sit back, relax,and enjoy your meal or snack then your body will be able to tell 
you when you have had enough and that you do not need anymore calories, fat, etc. 
• Don't let yourself get bored with your diet. Ensure that you eat a variety of foods consist- 
ing of whole grains, fresh fruit, vegetables, lean meat and low fat dairy products. 
• Devote 3-5 days a week to some formal exercise. Exercise will help you burn extra cal- 
ories, boost metabolism and increase fat burning. 
• Take the time to celebrate your successes as you achieve your goals. This will help you 
feel motivated and encouraged to continue with your resolution and to achieve those 
goals. 
Overall, take the commonly heard quote "eat to live, not live to eat" seriously. While food 
can be tasty and often revolves around emotions and socializing, its main purpose is to 
fuel your body. If you live by this motto (maybe make it one of your goals to achieve) you 
will have an easier time in succeeding at your New Year's resolution. And if at any time 
during your planning process or during the year you feel that you need some help and 
guidance in achieving your goals there is always help just around the corner. Feel free to 
contact me for an appointment (nutrition@demson.edu) and I would be glad to help you 
make your New Year's resolution as success this year' 
PAID ADVERTISEMENT 
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SPEECH: Gosnell, Karamchandani nix 
tuition cap murmurs fhmpageAi 
for residents and $12,932 for 
non-residents, according to 
the bursar's office. The con- 
flict between student's (and 
parent's) distaste for rising 
costs and the inelasticity of 
demand for a Clemson educa- 
tion has sparked dialogue in 
the University. 
"Even though a cap sounds 
ideal to students, with the cuts 
in funding that our legislature 
and governor have imposed 
on education, the university 
would not be able to provide 
the experience and level of 
education that Clemson is 
known for and strives to 
provide for us," said Nishant 
Karamchandani, undergradu- 
ate student senate president. 
"I am personally against 
tuition caps because saving the 
$15,000 or so now is not worth 
the loss of value of a Clemson 
education in the job market 
over the next 40 years," said 
Gosnell. 
"Besides, each student costs 
the university $50,000 per year, 
so even out-of-state students 
are paying less than half what 
they cost the university." 
Listening to what students 
have to say about these issues 
and representing them is one 
way to demonstrate account- 
ability, says Gosnell. 
Another way he plans to 
account for goals and prog- 
ress is by returning to the 
10-year plan put in place by 
a former student body presi- 
dent, Angelo Mitsopoulos, five 
years ago. 
The plan includes establish- 
ing a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa 
honor society in Clemson; this 
goal was reached recently 
when the  society  announced 
that it will induct members 
from Clemson University 
starting in Spring 2007. 
"His use of the 10 year plan 
that was developed five years 
ago (that many had not even 
heard of) is a sign that he will- 
ing to take a few steps back in 
order to take a lot more steps 
forward," student senator 
Kunal Joshi said. 
"In a way, he stands out 
because he admits lots needs 
to be done and that there 
needs to be a starting point to 
get things rolling at Clemson 
University." 
"I would say the 10-year 
plan has really made us rede- 
fine our goals, so that we can 
work towards them efficient- 
ly," said Gosnell. 
The evening also included 
the induction of new student 
senators, who are charged 
with furthering Gosnell's third 
goal: communication. 
The six new senators will 
be meeting with deans of col- 
leges and keeping lines of 
communication open with the 
"academic side of campus." 
In his speech, the presi- 
dent congratulated senators 
who have been working this 
semester by saying that they 
"did a great job listening to 
constituents." 
As far as visible work on 
campus, Gosnell mentioned 
a few recent services pro- 
vided, in part, by Student 
Government, including the 
Clemson-Carolina Blood Drive 
and the Gulu Walk, an event 
that raised money and aware- 
ness for the children of north- 
ern Uganda. 
Marissa Paslick, a sopho- 
more studying bioengineering, 
is the "new iniatives director" 
working with a "hit list" of 
items on the service agenda. 
These items are the small 
issues that people don't notice 
every day, such as maintaining 
sufficient campus lighting and 
adding new crosswalks. 
In light of Gosnell's asser- 
tion that 40 percent of laptops 
crash due to illegal download- 
ing, Student Government is 
also working on bringing a 
new music downloading pro- 
gram to Clemson next semes- 
ter that could replace illegal 
programs. 
It is called C Digix, and it 
has the same characteristics of 
existing programs—the same 
songs as before in a new pro- 
gram on laptops. 
The catch is that it does 
not allow downloading files to 
MP3s, according to Gosnell. 
Of course, Gosnell is opti- 
mistic about the direction 
of this university and sees 
Student Government as an aid 
in achieving goals, such as the 
push initiated by President 
Barker to become a top 20 
school. 
In a question and answer 
session following the speech, 
Gosnell clarified that he 
expects Student Government's 
role to be a mediator between 
students and faculty in work- 
ing towards that particular 
goal. 
So what can Student 
Government do for you? 
What should it do? What 
should change at Clemson 
University? 
Since the questions have 
been asked, it is the preroga- 
tive of concerned students and 
faculty to answer. 
Jingle Bills. 
Jingle Bills. 
Oh what fun it is to earn some extra money this holiday season at 
FedEx®! Join the fast-paced FedEx® Ground team as a part-time Package 
Handler. You'll work up a sweat. And, in return, get a Weekly Paycheck/ 
Direct Deposit,Tuition Assistance, ConSern Education Loans, Stock 
Purchase Plan and Career Opportunities. 
P/T PACKAGE HANDLERS 
Up to $9.50/hr to start. Multiple shifts available. 
Qualifications: 
1
 18 years or older 'Ability to load, unload, sort packages 
Apply in person: Monday-Friday • 9am-4pm 
135 FedEx Way • Greenville, SC 29605 
PH: 864-299-9029 
fedex.com/us/careers 
Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team. 
Spill the Beans 
Custom Blended Ice Cream or Yogurt 
& Gourmet Coffees 
HNow Open In Clemson!! 
Over 17,000 possible flavor combinations 
Baked Fresh Daily - Waffle Cones and Bowls 
Open Early...Open Late 
Free Wi-Fi for customers 
Next to Sunshine Bicycle Shop 
102 N. Clemson Ave. 
Downtown Clemson 
864-654-1515 
The Robert J. Rutland Institute for Ethics 
Announces the 6th Annual 
J.T. Barton Jr. Ethics Essay Competition 
Open to all Clemson University undergraduate and graduate students 
1,500 Scholarship 
Undergraduate & Graduate level M- 
$1,000 Scholarship 
Undergraduate Only 
$500 Scholarship 
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The deadline for submissions is 
4:30 PM Monday, February 12,2007. 
The Rutland Institute for Ethics noses the following Question for the 2006 Barton Essav Competition: 
MORAL RESPONSIBILITY IN THE EXERCISE OF LEGAL RIGHTS 
When, if ever, would it be morally irresponsible to exercise a legal right? 
Essays must be typed (double-spaced) using a twelve-point font. The title page should include the author's name and contact information. Essays must not exceed 1,500 words 
(a word count should be included on the title page). Winners will be notified by Mid-March, 2007. 
Essays should be submitted in hard copy and electronic form on a diskette (or CD). Both copies should be delivered to the Department of Philosophy and Religion, 126 Hardin 
Hall. Early submissions, for example, during the fall semester, are welcome.  
Instructions and resource materials are available at the Rutland Institute website:http://www.clemson.edu/caah/rutland/barton2006.html 
The Rutland Institute is committed to Clemson University's academic integrity policy. 
For additional information send email queries to RutlandCenterdiclemson.edu 
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Panhellenic council collects clothes for poor 
Sororities band together 
to enrich student life with 
service and charity. 
MELISSA WHITSON 
STAFF WRITER 
SARAH EDWARDS   st.ifl 
BUNDLES OF JOY:  Bags of clothes are piled on the couches of Barnett's third-floor sitting 
room waiting to be picked up, delivered and distributed to those who need them. 
In an effort to help the sur- 
rounding community, Clemson's 
Panhellenic Council recently 
sponsored its first annual cloth- 
ing drive. The drive, which was 
held from Nov. 1 to Nov. 15, was 
an endeavor of 10 Clemson sorori- 
ties, united effort to collect a total 
of 5,297 items. The sororities who 
donated the most to the drive were 
Delta Delta Delta, Kappa Delta and 
Zeta Tau Alpha. Tri Delta donated 
1,243 items, Kappa Delta donated 
1,203 items and Zeta donated 841 
items. All items, including shirts, 
pants, shoes, purses, hats and 
blankets, were donated to the 
Helping Hands charity clothing 
store in Central. 
Marice McGrady, Panhellenic's 
current vice president and presi- 
dent-elect, has been involved in 
the organization since her fresh- 
man year as a delegate for her 
sorority. Along with the current 
Apartment living is for Freshman... 
Step into a House. 
Designed for independent student living, these individual, 
detached homes, each with its own fireplace, are set in the 
wooded surroundings of Clemson's natural beauty. 
Affordable craftsman style homes, private landscaped 
grounds and sophisticated amenities make for the perfect 
setting to enjoy the most college has to offer! 
Intimate Gatherings, 
Fireside Chats... 
Creating bonds that last forever 
i 
V 
■   ■ 
THE HOMES at 
CHIMNEYRIDCE 
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
Premiere student 
neighborhood... 
• Relax by the resort-style pool 
• Tee it up at the oversized putting green 
• Enjoy fireside chats in the outdoor lodge 
Uniquely designed 
homes with... 
• Wide front porch; each with full-size, 
outdoor stone fireplace 
• Four bedrooms each with private bath 
and walk-in closets 
• Spacious kitchen with granite 
countertops & black appliances 
Each home's fireplace offers 
easy on/off gas logs... 
ambience & heat without 
the messy clean-up! 
For Rent or Sale 
August move in! 
WWW. CHIAANE YRIDCEof CLEMSON. COM 
1200 OLD SHIRLEY ROAD * CLEMSON, SC X 864.882.6670 * 800.476.6676 
president, Emily Johnson, the two 
have dedicated countless hours to 
organizing and planning the coun- 
cil's various charitable endeavors, 
something Johnson feels it is 
important for a university like 
Clemson. "Panhellenic provides 
the opportunity for students to 
become active on campus outside 
the classroom," she said. 
In addition to its philanthropic 
initiatives, the Panhellenic Council 
offers students opportunities to 
have their voices heard on campus 
through leadership positions, net- 
working with other students and 
faculty and by forming a source of 
support for all those involved. 
As a part of Qemson's recent- 
ly-introduced Empowerment 
campaign that strives to encour- 
age responsible student behavior 
on and off campus, the Panhellenic 
Council also works to bring edu- 
cational speakers to Clemson in 
order to inform members of Greek 
organizations about risk manage- 
ment, academic responsibility and 
community involvement. 
With its main purpose of unit- 
ing all 10 sororities on campus, 
the Panhellenic Council is well- 
represented by its 1,600 members. 
And like most service groups, the 
Council is continually welcom- 
ing those students interested in 
helping improve the surrounding 
community to become a part of 
the organization. Traditionally, the 
Panhellenic Council is composed 
of female students involved in 
various national Panhellenic chap- 
ters, or sororities. At Clemson, 
there are 10 such sororities, all of 
which are part of the Panhellenic 
Council and thus contribute to 
the Council's philanthropic events 
such as the clothing drive. 
Most importantly, those who 
are part of the Council are encour- 
aged to act as a liaison between 
their individual chapter and the 
Greek society, communicating 
concerns, suggesting ways to ser- 
vice the needy and providing sup- 
port for the community. For those 
students who have not committed 
to a particular Greek organization 
but would like to get involved, 
participating in charitable events 
sponsored by the Panhellenic 
Council is encouraged. 
Currently, the Panhellenic 
Council is working to raise 
enough money to purchase a spe- 
cial laptop for a Pickens County 
High School student that is blind. 
Originally, Clemson's Panhellenic 
Council was contacted by the 
girl's teacher, who is a part of the 
Pickens's County Vision Center 
faculty. The laptop will allow the 
student to benefit from using a 
computer while attending college 
on her own. 
"By purchasing this laptop for 
this special student, the Clemson 
community is giving an amazing 
opportunity to a local girl that oth- 
erwise wouldn't happen," Jessica 
Mueller, Panhellenic Council vice 
president of public relations said. 
"This student has the drive to go 
to college; she just needs our help 
and support to get there." 
The Council hopes to have 
raised the total amount by the end 
of the semester by selling T-shirts. 
Despite being well on their way to 
reaching the goal, it is still neces- 
sary to sell more T-shirts. 
As demonstrated by their 
recent initiatives, the Panhellenic 
Council is living out its mission. 
As found in its creed, the goal 
of the Council is to provide "the 
opportunity for wide and wise 
human service, through mutual 
respect and helpfulness." 
"We live this creed through our 
philanthropic, scholarship, per- 
sonal leadership and sisterhood 
efforts," McGrady said. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
100 Help Wanted 
200 For Sale 
250 Automotive 
300 For Rent 
350 Roommates 
400 Services 
450 Retail 
500 On Campus 
550 Events 
600 Greek Life 
700 Lost & Found 
800Misc 
850 Travel 
900 Personals 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
)ffice Address 
315 Hendrix Center 
Clemson, SC 29634 
By Phone: (864) 656-2150 
By Fax: (864) 656-4772 
By Email: classified@thetigernews.com 
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center 
3 p.m. Tuesday Students: 50 cents/word 
Payment Methods Other: $1.00/word 
Cash, Check 
(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTlgerNews.com 
0a    HELP WANTED 
Now Hiring Drivers 
Work in a fun, fast paced environ- 
ment, apply in person at Chane- 
lo's Pizza. 500-6 Old Greenville 
Hwy. Across from Bilo. 
Ill FOR SALE 
New Lake Home, close to 
Clemson. Nice neighborhood. 
3200 SF, 2 Story, 4BR, 
3 1/2 BA, screen porch, 
party deck, platform dock, 
neighborhood boat ramp. 
Below appraisal at $479K. 
Owner/agent (404) 579-0961 
Are you looking for a laptop 
computer? Don't want to buy a 
brand new one? Here's a used one 
in great condition! 15" Toshiba 
Programs included. 
Price is negotiable, so call 
(803) 730-0064 for more details 
or email jsalane@clemson.edu! 
HI FOR RENT 
Nice, 3 BR, 2 BA home, central 
heat/air. Convenient to Clemson/ 
Seneca. Perfect for grad students/ 
PhD. NS/ No pets. Available im- 
mediately $725/mo Call David 
(828)273-1147 
Room for Sublease at Berk- 
ley Pace. Preferrably male. 
Rent $344 per month. Includes 
internet, cable, water and trash 
disposal. Available immediately. 
If interested contact Graham 
at (864) 907-6664 or e-mail 
gconnington @ hotmail .com 
4 BR, 2 BA Home Pendleton - 10 
mins from campus, washer/dryer. 
partially furnished, room for 4 
students. Must see! $1300 Call 
Steve at (864) 723-7027 
2 BR apartment, stove and refrig- 
erator furnished, less than a mile 
to campus, $350/month + deposit. 
654-1264 
For rent 2 BR 1 BA House 
Near Airport. 5 minutes from 
Campus, Washer & Dryer Con- 
nections. $550. Per Month Call 
650-0832. 
Roommate needed in Riverbank 
Commons. Free rent for Decem- 
ber. Rent $250/mo. Includes water 
and cable. (828) 507-5786 
House in Clemson. 4 BR, 
2 BA $980 per month 
653-3512 
Subleaser needed for spring 
semester. 1 person. 3 BR house 
behind the old Winn-Dixie. $330/ 
month. 1.5 miles from campus. 
(864)449-1634 
Work 
for 
The Tiger. 
Are you interested in 
writing news? 
The Tiger wants YOU! 
E-mail Jennifer Salane at 
news@thetigernews.com 
For Lease: Hart's Cove Condo, 
3 BR, 3 BA, partially furnished 
(new). $375 per person. Call 
(864) 360-2001 
Rooms for Rent. Spring semes- 
ter. Downtown, walk to campus. 
Males only. $200/month + utili- 
ties. Full house privileges (864) 
617-4856 
2 female roommates looking for 
1 or 2 additional non-smoking 
roommates to share a 4 BR, 4 BA, 
furnished condo. On bus route, 3 
miles from campus, no pets, $300/ 
month. 639-5328 or 643-6303 
Incredible location on Lake Ke- 
owee! Lake front furnished cabin 
in gated Cliffs area. 35 minutes 
from Clemson. BRw/loft, 1 BA 
hdwd floor. Covered boat slip 
w/ deck Avail. Now till May 15, 
2007. Non-smoker 1200/mo 
(865) 742-8336 
Subleaser needed starting January 
1st. 3 BR, 3 BA, $175/mo (225) 
266-8308 
Lake house on Hartwell with 
dock. Beautifully furnished, utili- 
ties included, close to Clemson. 
Perfect for 4 roommates. No pets/ 
no smoking (404) 579-0961 
Crawford Falls condos for lease, 
Kim Drake (864) 246-9998 
Downtown Apartment, 2 BR, 2 
BA, living/dining room, fireplace, 
kitchen, 3 blocks campus, 
(864) 882-0006 
TRAVEL 
Hi SERVICES 
Are you too busy to work in your 
yard? Just too lazy to do any lans- 
caping? Call Total Lawn Care, 
and we'll do the work for you! 
(864) 643-6451 Leave it to us. 
Quality Cleaning to your needs. 
Good prices with reference re- 
quest. 918-9448 
Spring Break 2007- Travel with 
STS, America's #1 Student Tour 
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun, 
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. 
Now hiring on-campus reps. Call 
for group discounts. Information/ 
Reservations (800) 658-4849 or 
www.ststravel.com 
Will PERSONALS 
Ull    LOST & FOUND 
Lost between Manning and the 
library, necklace, gold with aqua- 
marine stones, on Saturday Nov. 
25. $100 reward, if found please 
call Catherine at (864) 340-1352 
ft] MISCELLANEOUS 
Young Male Seeking College Stu- 
dent- I am German Shephard mix. 
Blind in one eye, but that won't 
slow me down. Very loveable, en- 
ergetic, good looking, and happy 
go lucky. Just out looking for the 
right one. My name is Hefe and I 
am in need of a good home. (706) 
982-1601 or (864) 886-9429. 
For Sale: One Soul. Rarely 
used. Full of love, and a little 
contempt. Presbyterian in spirit; 
full of the repressed emotions 
that only the WASP can pro- 
duce. Price starts at $25.50 
(willing to haggle). Left- hand- 
ed people need not apply. For 
those interested, Spirit Animal 
is the Mighty Platypus. E-mail 
mhunley@clemson.edu for 
more information. No refunds. 
Two happy, fun, perky girls ;-), 
looking for happy-go-lucky fella. 
Good times will be had. Guy 
should have mullet. Teeth op- 
tional. Feel free to bring whipped 
cream and a small wadding pool. 
Ohmigod, y'all, email PerkyTi 
gerGirlz@hotmail.com or stop 
by The Tiger office Wednesday 
evenings. Meow. 
H. THE*TIGER £ 
SECTION 
B PERSPECTIVES 
Keep gossip out of news shows 
The U.S. media continually 
finds new ways to under- 
mine its own integrity and 
authority. The distinction between 
entertainment and news has 
become blurred to such a degree 
that developments in pop culture 
are now reported as "breaking 
news." American audiences are 
fed reports of the details of Britney 
Spears and Kevin Federline's 
extremely messy, public divorce. 
It escapes the attention of only a 
few that Michael Richards, the 
actor who played Kramer on the 
sitcom "Seinfeld" recently spewed 
racially-loaded insults at a heckler 
during a stand-up comedy act 
in Hollywood. Somehow, recent 
casualty figures from the war in 
Iraq, school shootings, politics and 
genocide in places such as Darfur 
manage to weave themselves 
between such tantalizing stories to 
claim their rightful place in news 
broadcasts. 
Rather than working to make 
newsworthy events entertaining, 
the media has resorted to mak- 
ing entertainment newsworthy. In 
doing so, the media is slowly but 
surely dismantling its own cred- 
ibility. The judgment of any news 
agency is called into question the 
moment an "inside scoop" on 
Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes' 
secret wedding scrolls along the 
headline ticker at the bottom of a 
news program. Sensationalizing 
celebrities' behavior at the sake 
of raising awareness of genuinely 
important news makes it hard for 
audiences to truly take the broad- 
cast seriously; they are entertain- 
ing, perhaps, but inconsequential. 
The media would prefer to boost 
ratings and entertain audiences 
rather than provide them with 
the information needed to better 
understand society. The overall 
quality of news decreases with the 
inclusion of sensationalism. 
F?Aftl|y +ke   MEUS   is   pAa.Vic, 
RAQ 
Recently, O.J. Simpson was 
blocked at the last minute from 
releasing the "hypothetical" details 
of the murder of Nicole Brown 
Simpson and Ronald Goldman. 
The sensation 
resulting from 
the story recalls 
Simpson's nine 
month trial in 
the '90s, when 
America was 
absolutely capti- 
vated by a mur- 
der unremark- 
able in every 
regard save one: 
the accused was 
a famous ath- 
lete. Americans 
were continually 
updated on the 
trial's progress, 
as the media 
simply could not get enough of 
the story. At the time, Larry King 
commented to CNN's viewers 
that "if we had God booked and 
O.J. was available, we'd move 
God."  America was  engrossed 
THE ISSUE 
THE U.S. MEDIA HAS 
STARTED COVERING CELEB- 
RITY GOSSIP ALONG WITH 
SERIOUS NEWS STORIES. 
OUR VIEW 
NEWS PROGRAMS SHOULD 
CONCENTRATE ON MAKING 
NEWS ENTERTAINING, NOT 
MAKING ENTERTAINMENT 
PART OF THE NEWS. 
with the sensational story, mean- 
while ignoring the hundreds of 
murders occurring worldwide 
because of genocide or the deaths 
in innercities across the nation 
resulting from 
extreme poverty. 
Instead of raising 
awareness about 
a social issue 
begging for reso- 
lution, the media 
simply satiated 
America's thirst 
for gossip. 
High pro- 
file court cases 
continue to steal 
the spotlight 
away from more 
consequential 
issues. When the 
federal govern- 
ment debated the 
constitutionality of President Bush 
and the U.S. military's actions sev- 
eral months ago, the story faded 
from the front pages quickly. 
Incredibly, the media manages to 
move on from profound issues 
much more quickly than it lets 
go of a celebrity story. A single 
celebrity's comments can stay on 
the social consciousness longer 
than the marriage reforms that 
partially defined recent elections. 
Evidently, news of policy and 
constitutional changes become 
dated long before Hollywood's 
"crisis managers" are finished 
attempting to "salvage" celebri- 
ties' careers. 
To say that the audience 
does not play a role in erod- 
ing American media's integrity 
would be naive. The media caters 
to what its audiences want; sadly, 
many people care more about 
spotting Tom Cruise and Katie 
Holmes' baby Suri than finding 
Osama bin Laden. The future 
does not hold much promise for 
returning mass media back into 
a reliable source of news, either. 
Today's youth are raised with a 
different standard of "news" than 
previous generations. For many, 
the difference between sensation- 
alism and responsible journalism 
may just be lost. 
To be certain, celebrity infor- 
mation and events in Hollywood 
have their place: on entertain- 
ment news programs. Gossip and 
sensationalism draw advertising 
revenue and greatly benefit net- 
works, but should be contained 
in separate programs. 
Objective, socially-respon- 
sible reporting and investigations 
should remain untainted by gos- 
sip and speculation. Keep the 
news newsworthy and save the 
entertainment for Entertainment 
Tonight. 
The opinions expressed in the above 
editorial are written by the opinions editor 
and represent the majority opinion of The 
Tiger editorial board. In representing the 
majority view, the staff editorials may 
not represent the individual vieiv of any 
particular member. 
COMMENTARY 
Democratic majority no improvement 
LAURA EVANS 
Columnist 
The 2006 midterm election results are in: 
The donkeys have finally taken over 
the U.S. Congress after years of suffer- 
ing under an oppressive Republican clout. 
Oh, and in case for some reason you haven't 
turned on your television once in the past 
month to hear the big news yet, Nancy Pelosi 
will soon reign as the "first female Speaker 
of the House." Isn't amazing how much the 
mainstream media is downplaying such a 
pivotal moment in American history? The 
feminists are going wild. 
In addition to "cleaning up" Congress, 
which is comical in itself, the new Democratic 
majority leaders plan to raise the minimum 
wage to compensate for President Bush's atro- 
cious tax cuts that have forever "widened the 
gap between the rich and the poor." 
By the way, Bush's tax cuts in 2001 and 
2003 have not only yielded strong economic 
growth and rising personal incomes, but 
they have also led to the creation of 139,000 
jobs in the months of August and September 
of this year alone. According to an article 
published in Investor's Business Daily, since 
May 2003, the President's fiscal policies have 
created 5.27 million new jobs, $1.16 trillion in 
added economic output, an 8.9 percent gain 
in productivity and a $14.2 trillion jump in 
personal wealth. The Congressional Budget 
Office reported that receipts in the first eight 
months of the year showed a 12.8 percent 
increase, only outdone by last year's 15.5 
percent rise. These improvements mark the 
trend in economic progress made by the Bush 
Administration. 
While raising the minimum wage sounds 
like a great idea at first, it will actually hurt 
the very individuals it is intended to assist. 
Whenever the federal government steps into 
the private business sector, the outcome has 
unforeseen consequences. 
By imposing wage hikes, the government 
will be artificially increasing labor costs. To 
adjust, business owners would have to reallo- 
cate capital to compensate for this loss. In the 
end, the burden is passed onto the consumers 
in the form of higher priced goods. The work- 
ers with the least amount of education and 
skills will suffer the most however, when they 
find themselves jobless because their bosses 
can no longer afford to employ them. Bottom 
line: increasing the minimum wage will result 
in soaring unemployment rates. Wages reflect 
productivity. It is productivity that leads to 
wages, not wages that lead to productivity. 
You cannot make someone a more efficient 
worker by paying them more money. This 
past October, the Washington Post reported 
that "just about every worker with the skills 
and desire to work can find a job." If the mini- 
mum wage is raised from its current amount 
at $5.15 an hour, I am not so sure this will still 
be the case. By raising the minimum wage, 
the government will create a price floor above 
the market equilibrium. The basic laws of 
economic price controls will prove to prevail, 
and the United States will have a surplus of 
workers to the degree their wage base departs 
from reality. Unable to decrease salaries to 
resume the equilibrium price for wages, busi- 
nesses will have to lay off workers to remain 
profitable. 
In capitalist societies, businesses compete 
with one another in a free open marketplace 
to provide the highest quality goods at the 
lowest prices to consumers. In addition, 
employers compete for labor by offering dif- 
ferent wages and benefits to the potential 
work force. 
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. has been continually 
attacked by anti-competitive, socialist liberals 
for years now. What they fail to realize is that 
many low-income earning Americans would 
not be able to buy the necessities they need 
to survive if it wasn't for the cheaper prices 
Wal-Mart provides. Not one of the millions 
of Americans Wal-Mart employs is forced to 
work for the corporation. 
Throughout U.S. history, there has been 
fervent discussion regarding government 
involvement in the nation's business sector. 
But when it comes right down to it, the fed- 
eral government has no business in meddling 
with private business affairs. The natural laws 
of supply and demand set wages without 
relying on the political process. 
a 11! I m H iDilOl T.til! J/ 1, i ' - I 
LAURA EVANS is a senior in political science. 
E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNexvs.com. 
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Does the U.S. media 
sensationalize the 
news too much? 
"They prob- 
ably do have 
more important 
things they 
should cover. 
They should 
focus on more 
important sto- 
ries." 
Vanessa Beckett 
health 
sophomore 
"Most definite- 
ly, especially 
Fox news. All 
they show 
are murders 
and never any 
world or even 
South Carolina 
news. All they 
do is gossip." 
Eileen Fahrmeier 
biosystems engineering 
senior 
C^ "There needs to be gossip so people will read the news. 
If it was just 
information it 
would be bor- 
ing and no one 
would read it." 
Abhinav Varshney 
computer engineering 
senior 
"It's sad that all 
the magazines 
in the front of 
the grocery 
store are about 
celebrities 
instead of real 
news because 
they know 
people will buy 
them." Claire Cuda 
graphic communications 
sophomore 
"I think it's a 
waste of time 
how we care 
more about 
celebrities 
than what's 
going on in the 
world." 
Zac Wigington 
landscape architecture 
sophomore 
"Unfortunate- 
ly, entertain- 
ment is more 
important to 
us than what's 
going on in the 
world right 
now." 
Renita Myers 
nursing 
sophomore 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Letters should be no longer than 400 words. Feedback from our 
website may also be considered for publication. Submissions must 
include the author's name and phone number (or E-mail address) 
and optionally hometown, class and major. All submissions will be 
checked for authenticity and may be edited for clarity and grammar. 
Space considerations may result in submissions being held for 
later publication. THE TIGER reserves the right to print or edit all 
submissions. Send letters to our U.S. Mail address or e-mail them to 
letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
University makes poor use of tuition money 
Wow! I know this is late in the year to recognize this, but what a 
change Clemson did to Schilleter! Faux hardwood floors, flat screen 
TVs, newly upholstered booths! Finally, Clemson has found the most 
appropriate way to direct our tuition dollars. Seriously, it looks great. 
Since Clemson seems to have such a surplus of monetary funds, per- 
haps they could put a few computers and printers back into Sirrine. 
So far, paying an extra $500 a semester to be in the business college 
means that our computer labs get taken out. I guess that money 
was better suited for ensuring that freshman could watch the World 
Series of Poker while eating grilled cheese sandwiches. I just wanted 
to express my gratitude that our money is being placed toward the 
appropriate renovations in Schilleter and not new air conditioners, 
computer labs, classrooms and bathrooms that Sirrine so badly needs. 
Steven Gunzenhauser 
Dacula, Ga. 
Conservative group mishandled their Marriage Amendment protest 
I might be wrong, but I'm pretty sure the Marriage Amendment 
Rally held on the Oct. 30 by the Clemson Gay-Straight Alliance was a 
open door event — anyone and everyone was able to go in and voice 
their opinions, correct? Now, I might be mistaken, but if it was, why 
didn't the Clemson Conservatives just go in and voice their opinions 
like the responsible adults they are trying to show themselves as, 
instead of staging a protest outside of Daniel and willfully break- 
ing the rules of our campus? The article said they could have easily 
set up a table and handed out literature supporting their reasoning 
and showing their intelligent arguments, but instead they decided 
to ignore the rules that the University has set out for us and merely 
be "hate mongers" as one student called them. You'd think that a 
group of "responsible adults" would be able to present their views 
intelligently, without the use of crude placards. I think these free 
speech zones are perfectly fine and help the University run smoother 
— frankly I think we already have more than enough tables set up all 
over campus for me to trip over and politely take flyers or whatever 
from. The last thing we need on campus is even more tables that act 
like hubs for protesters to spring from and pounce on students simply 
trying to get to class — not get involved in an in-depth conversation 
and/or debate. That's what the speech zones are for — publicize the 
rally or protest so those interested will go to it and hear you out, that 
way you won't be disturbing those students just trying to get to class. 
Thomas Dinwoodie 
Beaufort, S.C. 
COMMENTARY 
Avoid emotion-driven overreactions 
NAYLOR BROWNELL 
Managing Editor 
Congratulations, South Carolina fans. You man- 
aged to beat O.J. Simpson, Michael Richards 
and Alexander Litvinenko to the front page of 
CNN. I'm talking, of course, about the USC fan who 
shot his Clemson friend over a $20 bet on Saturday. 
In case you haven't heard, two drunken men 
in Lexington — one a Tiger, the other a Gamecock 
— made a bet on the game last weekend. When the 
game turned for the worst and the unthinkable hap- 
pened, the Clemson fan refused to pay up. So the 
Gamecock fan went to his car, got his high-powered 
rifle, and killed the Tiger fan. According to news 
reports, he then went and leaned on his Corsica to 
await his arrest. 
Classy. 
Now, I know that all Gamecock fans aren't like 
this. One of my friends from high school who has 
had to endure three years of taunting actually felt 
bad for me — he didn't have the heart to tease us 
after our piss-poor performance. 
But I shouldn't really rag on the USC fans too 
much — plenty of other, equally disturbing events 
have happened in the past few weeks. 
Why, just the other morning George W Bush 
again denied the existence of global warming and the 
effects that excess carbon monoxide and dioxide are 
having on the atmosphere. 
See? Gamecocks aren't the only ones to lose their 
rational heads over emotional issues. 
(Seriously though, denying global wanning? 
Thaf s just dumb. Like evolution, it really is basic sci- 
ence. There's more solid scientific evidence behind 
both of those than there is for gravity.) 
And lef s not forget how O.J. Simpson nearly got 
away with putting out his book detailing how he 
would have offed his ex-wife and her friend. 
Even classier. 
It was very obviously a desperate ploy for money, 
akin to Dustin Diamond's homemade porn movie 
(super-classy). 
Another emotional issue in the news recently is 
Michael Richards' recent tirade, where he recently 
addressed two black men as "niggers," in the most 
derogatory sense of the term. It is sad to think that a 
man that important to my generation has these racist 
feelings, and I think this is where we should focus 
our attention, not on some stupid word. 
Now, I know full well the connotation of the 
n-word, and its colorful history. I know that I am 
nowhere near as qualified to talk about it as someone 
who has been the recipient of the slur. However, I 
think if we look at similar words, we can stamp out 
all meaning and reduce the word. 
Paul Mooney and a number of other people have 
banded together to say that they won't use the word 
in their comedy acts anymore, and I think this is a 
poor decision. Using the word more will diminish its 
meaning. 
Take the word bitch, for example. It doesn't have 
the same racial connotation, but it was definitely 
used at one point to demean the female sex. Now 
you can hear it on primetime broadcast television. 
Why? Because people used it more in a joking sense 
and it lost its deeper meaning. Once everyone was 
tossing the word around as a joke, anyone who tried 
to use it seriously was laughed at. Now, one has to 
make an effort to inject some hatred into the word. 
Back to the n-word — My father was raised by 
a black woman — well-educated, she graduated 
from Knoxville College at a time when not many 
women went to universities. Rather than try to put 
her degree to use (in an environment that would 
have been nearly impossible), she cared for her fam- 
ily, as well as my dad and his sister. She consistently 
referred to herself as "this nigger" in a joking sense. 
Once, when my dad was a little boy and didn't 
know any better, he called her a nigger to her face. 
She tried to discipline him through poorly-disguised 
gales of laughter, but she knew that the word had 
no meaning behind it. Over time, she taught him the 
word's background and that it probably wouldn't be 
wise to say it in his everyday language. 
It is this same desensitization that Richard Pryor 
and Dave Chappelle have brought to the word. 
White people say it now in the same joking sense 
that Sallie Mae did. For a few brief months during 
the popularity of the Chappelle's Show, it was ok 
for anyone to say "Nigger tried to kill my father!" 
Lef s not forget Charlie Murphy's E! True Hollywood 
stories. People from all sides were allowed to say the 
word. 
So, I'm not saying we should just up and start 
using the word — that would be the opposite of 
productive. The gradual desensitization is what I'm 
advocating. 
Now, I know that I'm in no position to be insulted 
by the word and fully understand the hatred behind 
it. And yet, I feel like we can work together to stamp 
out the effectiveness of it. That way, we foil those 
who would try to use it and, instead, focus on fixing 
their negative attitudes instead of the words they toss 
around. 
If s just like those USC frames in the Borat movie 
— it doesn't matter what they said; their attitudes 
were clear enough, and that's how they should be 
judged. 
NAYLOR BROWNELL is a senior majoring in biological sci- 
ences. E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
COMMENTARY 
Incoming Congress promises little progress 
BRANDON HATHAWAY 
Columnist 
If I had to go out on a limb and predict 
how much this next Congress would 
accomplish in the next two years, my 
guess would be not all that much. That is, 
even less than you regularly expect from 
Congress. The Democratic Party took con- 
trol of both the House of Representatives 
and the Senate in a rather substantial 
shift in power from the Republican Party, 
which was covered in the aftermath of the 
November elections by the news media 
with the enthusiasm of a coked-up chip- 
munk. 
The reason for my guess of an inef- 
fective Congress goes beyond the con- 
ventional fact that the president is still a 
Republican, while the majorities in both 
houses of Congress are not. This makes 
progress a tad tricky in the best of circum- 
stances, but since most Democrats (and 
some Republicans) have a fierce hatred 
of President Bush, the result is the sort of 
working relationship you would expect if 
Britney Spears and Kevin Federline needed 
to collaborate on some sort of musical proj- 
ect. You can decide for yourself who is Brit 
and who is K-Fed, or if what they do can 
actually be called music. 
This next Congress, which will take 
office in January, has the added bonus 
of having a rather polarizing figure at 
Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi. She 
is a comparatively liberal politician from 
the San Francisco Bay area, and will be the 
first woman to occupy that position. Many 
Republicans (and some Democrats) have 
similar (although probably less intense) 
feelings about her than the other side does 
about Bush, so the cooperation glass is 
looking to be half-empty right now rather 
than half-full. 
Wait, that's not all! Pelosi already tried 
to take advantage of some of her new 
political muscle by pushing John Murtha 
(not literally), a vocal anti-war represen- 
tative from Pennsylvania, over Steny 
Hoyer, a more moderate voice and the 
guy who was next in line for the position, 
as House majority leader. This effort did 
not succeed; Hoyer, a representative from 
Maryland, will be the next House majority 
leader. With a name like Steny, he has to 
be good. 
This is interesting (well, sort of) 
because Murtha, in addition to being a 
very outspoken proponent of immediate 
withdrawal from Iraq, was implicated 
(although never charged) in the Abscam 
sting in 1980, which was an FBI investiga- 
tion to see if Congressmen would accept 
bribes. He appears in a tape where, while 
not accepting a bribe, implies that he might 
if the pot was sweetened. 
The Democrats in general and Pelosi 
in particular ran on a platform of reform- 
ing the "Culture of Corruption" in 
Washington, essentially saying that if 
people vote for the Democrats in favor of 
the Republicans, issues like the ones with 
Duke Cunningham and Mark Foley would 
not arise. 
This is a pretty big political loss for 
Pelosi, especially since it was her first effort 
as Speaker-elect. It says a lot of things 
about the style of leadership we can expect 
out of her, too. If she chooses to bypass 
the internal power channels within her 
own party in favor of her own personal 
agenda, that may not bode well for the 
Congress at large when she has to negoti- 
ate with Republicans, especially when 
the Democratic Party generally supports 
Hoyer over her choice. 
It is also raises questions about her 
commitment to rooting out corruption, 
since even though Murtha was not con- 
victed, he has a questionable past, ethically 
speaking. This is compounded by the fact 
that her first choice for Chairman of the 
House Intelligence Committee was Alcee 
Hastings, a representative from Florida, 
who was impeached and convicted of 
bribery and perjury while a federal judge. 
Earlier this week, the speaker-elect backed 
off from supporting Hastings and will 
likely choose a less controversial candidate 
soon. 
What happens next really depends 
on how well Pelosi, Hoyer and James 
Clyburn (House Majoriy Whip-elect, a 
South Carolina representative!) can keep 
their party on track. If they can get past 
this internal strife, get behind Pelosi and 
take advantage of the Congressional con- 
trol, then the 110th Congress might be able 
to accomplish something. Then again, the 
109th had the benefit of Republican control 
of the House, Senate and White House and 
still did not really set the world on fire, 
either. 
It is a little early to tell if we made 
a good trade, from a rather bumbling 
Republican Congress to a Democratic 
leadership that does not look like they 
have their ducks in a row, either. There is 
a reason that those coked-up chipmunks 
in the news started talking about the 2008 
election as soon as this one was over, since 
the best probable outcome we can have of 
this election is that the Democrats screw 
up less than the Republicans did. 
BRANDON HATHAWAY is a graduate student in 
mechanical engineering. E-mail comments to 
letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
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Postmodernism deals 
with present changes 
DANIEL MORGAN 
Guest Columnist 
If Clemson University ever 
hopes to realize its goal of 
being a Top 20 university, 
both the faculty and the students, 
as well as the institution as a 
whole, will have to incorporate 
some of the main epistemological 
tenants of Postmodernism into its 
worldview. 
Postmodernism is an artistic 
style and perspective that reacts 
to the conditions of the present 
times, or postmodemity, in which 
Clemson is a part of. 
Postmodernist theory, as it is 
applied to the arts and culture, 
posits that the symbols that we 
take in during our day to day 
routines are without a clearly 
defined meaning or "center," 
as Jacques Derrida refers to it. 
Postmodernist theory realizes 
that everything from literature 
such as the ink on this newspa- 
per to the sounds of the carillon 
bells are all stimuli that are being 
interpreted by each person's 
five senses in very different 
ways. Definition, then, is left to 
the reader of the world around 
them. Each person is different 
and sees the world differently. 
Postmodernism presents us a 
way to deal with those differ- 
ences instead of forcing everyone 
into a giant, constricting meta- 
narrative. 
Postmodernism is not com- 
plete relativity. Postmodernist 
theorists realize that there is a 
structure to society's language, 
ethical codes and history — that 
there are rules that have to be 
followed. However, within those 
rules there is play. There is the 
integration of new ideas, new 
perspectives that are constantly 
testing and challenging those 
rules. 
Postmodernism is a way of 
dealing with change. Some rules 
that were seen at one point to 
be good (The Jim Crow laws, 
for example) are deconstructed, 
but we always have new rules, 
new societal structures that are 
reconstructed to replace them. 
Postmodernism incorporates 
the variety and plurality of the 
world and transforms them into 
something structured, yet still 
malleable and accommodating to 
differences. 
For me, the best physi- 
cal example of this exists in 
Postmodernist architecture. 
Buildings such as those designed 
by Frank Gehry are stunning 
because they integrate different 
shapes, different ideas and differ- 
ent pieces of art into one struc- 
ture. Though the structure has no 
definite physical center (or mean- 
ing in Derrida's terms), what 
is amazing is that the structure 
still stands on it own and serves 
a useful function. If we look at 
Gehry's buildings as a metaphor 
for society, we see the argument 
that change can happen, different 
perspectives can be incorporated 
and the society can still stand and 
function. 
This applies to Clemson 
University because to be a Top 
20 school means realizing that 
higher education is a collision of 
ideas. Anyone that has ever been 
on a CAT bus can tell you that 
Clemson is postmodern in the 
diversity of its campus. We just 
need to learn how to deal with 
that diversity and use it for our 
benefit. 
At the risk of sounding a little 
Breakfast Club-esque, Clemson is 
a Yankee. Clemson is Black and 
is a feminist. Clemson is a homo- 
sexual. Clemson also votes for 
the Republican Party, is Hindu, 
and is a member of Kappa Kappa 
Gamma. Clemson is a CU-ICAR 
researcher that is a member of the 
NRA and has an obsession with 
Dance Dance Revolution. The 
point being, we are, as an insti- 
tution, a lot of different things, 
some largely contradictory, all at 
once. 
Postmodernism provides a 
way of being hybrids, finding our 
own diverse centers in a univer- 
sity structure that is powerful, 
effective and sits on top of a hill. 
I encourage all of you to read 
up on the complicated theory of 
postmodernism instead of taking 
an ill-informed, oversimplified 
view of it. You would be doing 
yourself a social and educational 
disservice if you did not. 
DANIEL MORGAN is a senior majoring in 
English. E-mail comments to 
letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
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Gifts trump family 
DAMON ANDREWS 
Columnist 
Around the holiday sea- 
son, malls and stores 
become overcrowded, 
particularly on Black Friday, 
the day after Thanksgiving 
when retailers begin to build 
a profit. It appears that along 
with turkey, mashed potatoes 
and football, extreme shop- 
ping has become a staple to the 
Thanksgiving tradition as well. 
Retailers have turned what is 
deemed the "official" start to 
the holiday shopping season 
into an absolute circus. 
Last year, Americans spent 
$16.8 billion in stores over the 
Thanksgiving weekend alone 
and each year the craze gets 
bigger to follow the hype of the 
advertised sales. Granted, since 
Christmas is only a month 
away and shopping is on the 
mind. However, at what point 
does it become obsessive and 
dominate the Thanksgiving 
holiday? Has Hallmark con- 
vinced everyone that every 
holiday is nothing but an 
excuse to buy a greeting card 
or shelf decoration? 
I sat in my living room on 
Thanksgiving night last week 
and shook my head in disgust 
as I watched the nightly local 
news. The reporter was inter- 
viewing people who had been 
in line outside the mall since 
four o'clock in the afternoon. 
This is not the Clemson - USC 
game we are talking about 
here; there's no need to camp 
out. Generally, the only benefit 
to being first in line is getting 
a $10 gift certificate to any 
store in the mall. In the grand 
scheme of things, I hope that 
$10 is not worth the hours of 
quality time you may have 
missed out on with family and 
friends or a good sleep in your 
own bed rather than on a cold 
concrete sidewalk outside of a 
mall. People are leaving their 
houses so early to stand in line 
that Thanksgiving dinner will 
soon become a breakfast affair. 
Going back a few weeks 
to Veteran's Day (Nov. 11), I 
find it hard to believe — no, 
unimaginable — that retailers 
can somehow use this day as a 
reason to have a sale. Veteran's 
Day is set aside to honor those 
who have fought in a war for 
our nation's freedom. Tell me 
how a 20-percent-off sale at a 
clothing vendor remotely ties 
into Veteran's Day because I 
would love to know. If you 
are going to have a sale, have 
the sale without making an 
attempt to link it to a holiday 
it has nothing to do with. I 
find this disrespectful to our 
veterans and members of the 
armed forces who are stationed 
around the world. The fact 
that stores and retailers are 
trying to promote a sale and 
make money off of a holiday 
set aside for such a good cause 
not only lacks respect, but is 
unpatriotic. If you would like 
to know what Veteran's Day is 
really about, think back to the 
playing of Taps or the flyover 
at the Military Appreciation 
game, not the ad you got in the 
mail that morning. 
"Retailers are doing more 
to get consumers into the stores 
earlier this year," said C. Britt 
Beemer, chairman of America's 
Research Group, a Charleston 
business. Wal-Mart posted its 
new prices at 5 a.m., an hour 
earlier than last year. Some 
stores, out of reverence for 
the Thanksgiving holiday I'm 
sure, waited until midnight on 
Thanksgiving night to open 
their doors to the herds of cus- 
tomers. 
Obviously, there are people 
who rush through the tur- 
key to get in line, but I can 
think of many more places I'd 
rather be Thanksgiving night 
besides standing in line in cold 
weather for four or more hours 
only waiting to stampede into 
a store and fight someone for 
the last Turbo Man on the shelf. 
I won't keep you reading any 
longer, though; I hear they're 
having a "First Friday of the 
Month Sale" in Anderson 
(that's a legit reason, right?). 
Happy and safe holidays! 
DAMON ANDREWS is a junior major- 
ing in mechanical engineering. 
E-mail comments to 
letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
PAWS UP, PAWS DOWN 
An unwed South Carolina 
couple was recently arrested 
for "fornicating." State law still 
prohibits sex outside of marriage. 
Studies now suggest that up to 
two tablespoons of dark chocolate 
a day can actually improve health. 
That's research worth funding! 
An invitation-only Chinese 
love cruise aims to match male 
millionaires with the winners of a 
nationwide beauty contest. 
An Indiana man found motor 
oil in his lunch and was stabbed 
when he accused a coworker of the 
prank. Sadly it was the wrong guy. 
Seriously it's only $20. A USC fan 
shot and killed his friend who 
refused to pay up after losing a bet 
on the USC-Clemson game. 
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C 
Cocks' second-half spurt drowns Tigers 
Dean misses field goal on 
final play of game to give 
USC first win since 2001. 
DANIEL TAYLOR 
STAFF WRITER 
Down 28-14 midway through 
the third quarter, South Carolina 
fans were hanging their heads 
in Clemson's Death Valley. 
Believing that they would be 
sent home to Columbia with a 
fifth straight loss to the Tigers, 
they had lost hope. Clemson 
appeared ready to deliver a 
knockout blow with another 
touchdown, possibly matching 
the blowout years of 63-17 and 
29-7 by the end of the game. 
One disgruntled Gamecock fan 
looked to the heavens in despair 
and cried, "Please, God. We've 
suffered enough!" 
Then miraculously, South 
Carolina's luck began to turn. 
Gamecock quarterback Blake 
Mitchell led his team down 
the field, hitting three different 
receivers on a 68-yard drive. The 
effort was capped off by a two- 
yard run by Mike Davis, which 
brought USC within a touch- 
down and stopped the bleeding 
for the Gamecocks. 
On the ensuing drive, a 
Clemson fumble set up the Cocks 
BRIAN SCHNEIDER   stafi 
GAME-WINNER: South Carolina kicker Ryan Succop boots the field goal that would turn out to make up the winning margin as the 
Gamecocks won in Death Valley for the first time since 1996. It was the first victory for USC over Clemson since 2001. 
at the Tigers' 34-yard line. It 
only took three plays to punch in 
another USC score, this time with 
a nine-yard run by Davis. In less 
than two minutes, the Gamecocks 
went from staring defeat in the 
face to  a 28-28 fourth quarter 
deadlock. 
USC continued their push on 
their first possession of the final 
quarter. After driving 35 yards, 
running back Cory Boyd placed 
the Gamecocks in the field goal 
range with a 17-yard scamper. 
Three downs later, Ryan Succop 
booted a 35-yard field goal, put- 
ting the Gamecocks up, 31-28. 
The USC fans that once felt hope- 
less began to feel victory in their 
clutches. 
Although losing on the score- 
board, the Clemson offense was 
given the perfect scenario — one 
shot to drive in a touchdown and 
win the game against the arch 
rival.    Starting from their own 
see LOSS, page C3 
Tigers advance to Elite Eight before falling to FSU 
After upsetting Stanford on 
the road, ladies' soccer team 
goes down against ACC foe. 
ALAN SMITH 
STAFF WRITER 
The Clemson women's soc- 
cer team made a surprising run 
through the NCAA tournament 
before falling to conference rival 
Florida State 2-1 in the national 
quarterfinals. The Lady Tigers, 
who advanced to the Final Eight 
for the first time since 2000, made 
NCAA history by becoming the 
first team to advance past the first 
three rounds on penalty kicks. 
Clemson defeated Vanderbilt and 
Oklahoma State at home in the 
first two rounds before traveling 
to California to upset Stanford. 
Unfortunately, the Lady Tigers' 
magic came to an end last Friday 
in Tallahassee against the same 
team they tied in the last game 
of the regular season. However, 
after several years of early exits 
in the NCAA tournament,  the 
BRIAN SCHNEIDER  ,1,11 
THE MASK: A Vanderbilt player beats Clemson freshman Nuria 
Zufia to the ball in the opening round of the NCAA Tournament. 
Lady Tigers came very close to    was also the farthest Clemson 
a  College Cup  appearance.  It    has   advanced  in  coach  Todd 
Bramble's six seasons. 
Clemson advanced to the 
national quarterfinals after win- 
ning on the road at Stanford 
on penalty kicks, just like the 
previous two rounds. The Lady 
Tigers played Stanford (15-6-2) 
to a scoreless tie before the pen- 
alty kick shootout ensued, which 
Clemson won 4-2. Both teams 
converted their first two attempts, 
but Clemson goaltender Ashley 
Phillips denied Stanford on their 
next two attempts, while Molly 
Franklin and Elizabeth Jobe con- 
verted to give the Lady Tigers 
the victory. Phillips recorded her 
114th save of the season to set a 
Clemson single-season record. 
The Lady Tigers went into 
Tallahassee, once again as an 
underdog, to face a tough Florida 
State team that had only lost 
three games all season. Clemson 
had played them to a 0-0 tie in 
Tallahassee a little less than a 
month earlier, though. The Lady 
Tigers got on the board first in this 
game, as Molly Franklin scored a 
goal 30 minutes into the game to 
give Clemson a 1-0 lead going 
into halftime. However, Florida 
State (18-3-4) came out strong 
in the second half, scoring two 
goals in fewer than 20 minutes. 
The Lady Tigers were unable to 
score again, coming up just short 
of a victory that would have put 
them in the College Cup. 
The Lady Tigers finish the 
season with an 11-8-5 record, 
with three of their five ties com- 
ing in the NCAA tournament in 
the form of shootout victories. 
Clemson also finished tied for 
fourth in the tough ACC with 
a 5-3-2 conference record. This 
year's team will be remembered 
the most for their late-season 
surge. After a 1-0 home loss to 
Virginia on Oct. 8, the Lady Tigers 
found themselves with a 6-6-1 
record and questionable NCAA 
tournament chances, something 
Clemson has been to every year 
since the program began in 1994. 
However, the Lady Tigers went 
on a hot streak, finishing the 
regular season 4-0-1. In the ACC 
tournament, Clemson knocked 
off a good Boston College team 
before falling to North Carolina. 
Overall, Clemson was unbeaten 
in nine out of their last 10 games 
see NCAA, page C3 
TIGER SCHEDULE 
FRIDAY 12/1 
Men's Track 
Clemson Opener — 
Clemson, S.C. — 5 p.m. 
Women's Track 
Clemson Opener — 
Clemson, S.C. — All Day 
SATURDAY 12/2 
Men's Track 
Clemson Opener — 
Clemson, S.C. — 11 a.m. 
Men's Basketball 
at South Carolina — 
Columbia, S.C. — 1 p.m. 
Women's Track 
Clemson Opener — 
Clemson, S.C. — All Day 
MONDAY 12/3 
Women's Basketball 
at Vanderbilt — Nashville, 
Term. — 5 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY 12/5 
Men's Basketball 
vs. Wofford — Clemson, S.C. 
— 7:30 p.m. 
THURSDAY 12/6 
Women's Basketball 
at James Madison — 
Harrisonburg, Va. — 7 p.m. 
INSIDE' 
r»/.. 
Tigers take on South 
Carolina in Columbia 
tomorrow, page C4 
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Men's soccer squad falls 
to UCLA in Round of 16 
Tigers travel all the way 
across the country only to 
lose 3-0 to Bruins. 
HOKE HILL 
STAFF WRITER 
The Clemson men's soccer 
team finished their season at 
13-5-2 overall after reaching 
the Round of 16 in the NCAA 
Tournament. 
This season marked the 
22nd time in school history 
that the Tigers reached the 
Final 16 and the 26th time that 
Clemson received a bid to the 
tournament. 
The Tigers entered the tour- 
nament the ninth seed nation- 
ally, ensuring a first-round 
bye. In the second round game 
Clemson emerged victorious 
at home over Gardner-Webb 
University by a 3-1 score. In 
the next round the Tigers trav- 
eled to Los Angeles to face 
UCLA, falling to the Bruins 
3-0. 
Dane Richards led the 
Tigers against Gardner-Webb 
with one goal and one assist. 
Two Clemson goals were 
scored on penalty kicks, with 
Richards making the first after 
being fouled in the box at the 
11:23 mark. 
The score remained 1-0 
until just after the 75th minute, 
when a flurry of goals brought 
the game to a 3-1 final. Bryson 
Moore scored his third goal of 
the season at 76:24 off an assist 
from Richards. Just 52 seconds 
later Frederico Moojen was 
tackled in the box and awarded 
a penalty kick. After the goal 
by Moojen the Tigers led 3-0, 
but Chris Salvaggione scored 
the lone goal for the Bulldogs 
in the 79th minute. 
Clemson led the Bulldogs 
in nearly every statistical 
category; the Tigers outshot 
Gardner-Webb 22-10 and led 
7-2 on corner kicks. Each team 
had two saves in goal, by Phil 
Marfuggi for the Tigers and by 
Tyler Kettering of Gardner- 
Webb. Clemson finished the 
match with 20 fouls, while the 
There's more to life 
than football games 
ZACK MAULDIN 
sports layout editor 
Y 
BRIAN SCHNEIDER    tjpl 
BODY BLOCK: Gardner-Webb's Miguel Pinzon tries to get his 
body between Dane Richards and the ball early in the NCAAs. 
finished  the  season with  63 Bulldogs committed 13. 
Against UCLA the Tigers 
struggled offensively, manag- 
ing only eight shots on the 
game, compared to 12 by the 
Bruins. David Estrada scored 
two goals in the match, one in 
the first half at the 10:40 mark 
and the second in the 90th 
minute just seconds before 
time expired. Sal Zizzo scored 
the second UCLA goal in the 
25th minute. Clemson trailed 
the Bruins 3-8 in corner kicks. 
Marfuggi had five saves for the 
Tigers and Eric Reed had three 
for the Bruins. 
Richards and Moojen, both 
seniors, led the team in scoring 
with 11 goals each. Richards 
also added nine assists and 
Moojen finished the season 
with two. Senior Hector 
Quintanar finished second on 
the team in assists with seven. 
Marfuggi, another Tiger senior, 
saves, good for .773 percent, 
and 20 goals scored against, 
averaging 1.25 per game. 
The Tigers defeated several 
ranked teams on the season, 
with wins against top-ranked 
Maryland and fifth-ranked 
North Carolina. Clemson also 
began the season with an excit- 
ing 4-3 win in Columbia over 
rival South Carolina. 
feai\, we lost to South 
Carolina. 
Yeah, if s no fun losing to 
anyone, much less a team like the 
Gamecocks. 
But you know what? Life goes 
on. 
I love to see my Tigers win as 
much as the next guy, but I have 
come to realize that a loss is not 
the end of the world. 
As they say, you can't win 
'em all. 
This season, my last as a stu- 
dent here at Clemson, has really 
opened my eyes to how excruci- 
ating it is to live and die with a 
football team. I've always been a 
Clemson fan, always will be. I've 
seen lots of seasons come and go 
with mediocre results and I've 
seen seasons start slow and end 
fast. I've also seen the opposite. 
But this season has been dif- 
ferent. 
Never before have I ridden so 
high with the Tigers, only to be 
dropped into the lowest of val- 
leys in a matter of a month. 
I love Clemson University 
with every fiber of my being, but 
after this season, I realize that 
there's much more to life than 
Tiger football. 
We still have a shot to go to 
the Gator Bowl and play West 
Virginia or Texas, which would 
be a huge boost to our program 
should we bring home a victory. 
But if that doesn't pan out, I'll 
survive. 
It's not about how much I 
care; it's about my ability to put 
football into perspective. I am 
still going to go to every game I 
can and be as vocal as possible 
in my support of the orange- and 
purple-clad warriors, but now I 
will be able to enjoy life following 
a disappointing loss. 
After the Tigers lost games in 
the past, my blood would boil. I 
would punch bleachers and curse 
coaches. 
But last week against South 
Carolina, I realized that a loss is 
not such a catastrophe. 
If we lose every game for the 
next 10 years, I'm still going to 
have bragging rights, because I'm 
a Clemson man. 
This place is special. Every 
man, woman and child who has 
a connection with this university 
can feel it. 
Joe Sherman, class of '34, said 
it best: "There's something in 
these hills that has touched every 
one of them, something that has 
rubbed off on them in varying 
degrees, something that has built 
within the breasts of all Clemson 
men and women an enduring 
spark akin to an eternal pride." 
Last week's game was a tran- 
sitional one for me; it was my last 
as a student, yet at the same time 
it felt like the first game of a new 
life for me. 
When I walk across the stage 
at graduation in Littlejohn in less 
than two weeks, I will be sad that 
I am exiting the great life I have 
known for four and a half years, 
but I will be excited to know that 
for the rest of my life I will be a 
Clemson alumnus. 
Our day on the gridiron will 
come, hopefully sooner rather 
than later, but until then, don't 
worry yourself too much with 
losses. 
A football program isn't the 
best thing we have going for us. 
We have Clemson pride. 
ACROSS FROM THE NEW CENTRAL SUPER WALMART 
Student 
Special! 
Star Full Service Oil Change 
Only $24.99 with University ID 
• Change Oil (Havoline Motor Oil) 
•Change Oil Filter 
• Check Air Filter 
•Check Brake Fluid 
• Check & Fill Power Steering Fluid 
• Fill Windshield Washer Reservoir 
• Check & Fill Battery Fluid 
• Check Transmission Fluid 
• Check Differential Fluid 
• Lube Chassis 
• Check Wiper Blades 
• Check & Properly Inflate Tires 
• Vacuum Automobile Interior 
•Wash Windows 
Xpress Lube and Car Wash 
of Central 
127318 MiloRoad 639-6056 
LEMSON UNIVERSITY'S ON 
FOR SALES & LEASING INFORMATION CALL 864.654.1970 
<%sr-A<r 
JCOMI ALL'07) 
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RETREAT 
A CONDOMINIUM COMMUNITY 
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Track teams open 
season this evening 
Tiger men and women host 
Clemson Opener starting 
tonight at indoor track. 
TYRONE GALE 
STAFF WRITER 
The Clemson Indoor 
Opener, beginning at 5 p.m. 
tonight with the final event 
(4x400m relay) finishing tomor- 
row night around 5 p.m., marks 
the start of the 2006-2007 indoor 
track season. This meet will 
bring in some of the top teams 
and athletes from across the 
South, including the University 
of Tennessee, which finished 
sixth in the nation last year. All 
eyes will be on the Tigers and 
rightfully so, with the depth 
and talent both squads will be 
bringing to the table. 
With this meet being the first 
of the season, and the second 
one not coming till the second 
weekend in January, many 
Tigers will look to hit what is 
known as a provisional qualify- 
ing mark to gain entry into the 
national championship meet. 
If obtained, a qualifying mark 
puts you in the at-large pool 
which is part of how athletes 
are chosen to compete at the 
national championship meet. 
Keep your eyes on Travis 
Padgett, Corey Brown, Mitch 
Greeley, Adam Linkenauger, 
Jason Bell, Ryan Koontz, 
George Fields and anybody else 
wearing a solid orange uniform 
with "Clemson" branded across 
their chest. 
This meet will also give a 
preview of how the heralded 
Lady Tigers' freshman class 
will stack up against collegiate 
competition. Most of the dis- 
tance squads on both sides will 
be held out after just finishing 
cross country season, but the 
slack will be more than made 
up for with strong overall per- 
formances from the sprint and 
field crews. A highlight of the 
meet will likely come in the 
form of Coach Charles Foster 
who will be providing a very 
entertaining and even humor- 
ous commentary as the meet 
announcer. 
LOSS: Succop field goal lifts Cocks from page Cl 
20, the Tigers had just over seven 
minutes to accumulate 80 yards 
and send the Gamecocks a heart- 
breaking loss. The chance to steal 
a victory on the final possession 
is a rare and cherished moment 
in college football, and the Tigers' 
mouths watered at the opportu- 
nity to deliver such a blow to the 
Gamecocks. 
Then, as if straight out of 
a storybook, Clemson sent in 
senior running back Reggie 
Merriweather. Merriweather 
is a name ail-too familiar to 
Gamecocks fans. Two years ago 
in Death Valley, the powerful 
Clemson back hammered out 
125 yards and three touchdowns 
against USC. With the signings of 
high profiled backs James Davis 
and C.J. Spiller, Merriweather has 
received less attention the last 
two seasons (partly due to being 
injured most of the year). But to 
the Clemson faithful, the vigor- 
ous Merriweather has remained a 
fan favorite, because he runs with 
such aggression against opposing 
linebackers. 
As they saw him enter the 
game, the students paid tribute 
to the senior back, chanting, 
"Reg-gie! Reg-gie! Reg-gie!" 
Merriweather responded to 
the cheers with a 10-yard carry 
on first down. With the Reggie 
chant still going, he pounded out 
another seven yards on his next 
carry. 
Then a Clemson false start 
penalty sent in the rookie sensa- 
tion C.J. Spiller at halfback. The 
crowd was not enthusiastic about 
this move, wanting Merriweather 
to have the spotlight on Senior 
Day, but Spiller had already 
amassed 116 yards against the 
Gamecocks, so the move was 
difficult to argue. After a few 
pass attempts from Will Proctor, 
Spiller rattled off 39 yards on 
four carries, bringing the Tigers 
into field goal range at the USC 
23. The crowd breathed a sigh of 
relief, knowing that there would 
at least be overtime. 
With the game on the line, 
the Carolina defense began to 
feel the pressure, as Clemson had 
already grounded out 56 yards 
on the drive. Responding to this 
relentless Tiger rushing attack, 
the Gamecocks stacked eight 
men in the box—almost daring 
the Tigers to rush. 
Then Merriweather was 
placed back into the game, and 
the chant returned, "Reg-gie! 
Reg-gie! Reg-gie!" The Tiger 
senior reflected the crowd's 
enthusiasm, raising his arms to 
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pump up the students. Despite 
eight Gamecocks near the line 
of scrimmage, Merriweather 
rumbled for six yards on first 
down, and the Reggie chant grew 
deafening. 
It was a perfect situation for 
Clemson fans —the man who 
single-handedly whipped the 
Gamecocks two years ago was 
going to do it again. His sheer 
will seemed enough to punch in 
a score, and he was the one fans 
wanted it for most. This moment 
was Reggie Merriweather's ride 
into the sunset. 
Then came a sadistic twist. 
The beloved Tiger tailback was 
sent to the bench, in favor of 
sophomore James Davis. Spiller 
would have been mildly accept- 
able, as he finished the day 
with 15.5 yards a carry, but the 
appearance of Davis came as a 
shock. Davis had only managed 
14 yards on seven carries at that 
point in the game. Fans looked 
on in bewilderment with their 
perfect ending snatched away. 
With South Carolina complete- 
ly unafraid of Clemson's passing 
game, Davis could not manage to 
force his way through the defense 
as Merriweather had done. Gains 
of one, three and two yards were 
followed by a loss of one on a 
critical second down carry. On 
the next play, Proctor was sacked 
for a loss of ten, forcing the Tigers 
to try for overtime. 
The game ended with a 39- 
yard field goal attempt by Jad 
Dean that went wide left, but 
the miss was almost predict- 
able. Clemson's momentum had 
already been cut, the climax of the 
game coming on Merriweather's 
final carry. 
Depressed Clemson fans 
remained seated in disbelief long 
after the end of the game, despite 
a warning that the stadium was 
closing. For the first time in a 
decade, the orange clad faith- 
ful sat silently as they heard the 
Carolina band play victoriously in 
Death Valley. 
NCAA: Lady 
Tigers lose 
atFSU from -page Cl 
before losing to Florida State. 
Much of Clemson's success 
this season can be attributed 
to strong defense and excellent 
goaltending. Phillips, a pre- 
season All-American, recorded a 
Clemson-record 119 saves on the 
season and allowed just 24 goals 
in 24 games. 
Franklin led the Lady Tigers 
in scoring with six goals and 
16 points as well as a team- 
best .250 shooting percentage. 
Meghan Smith and Julie Bolt 
had five goals apiece, and both 
led the team with five assists 
each. Nuria Zufia added four 
goals while Jobe and Katie Vogel 
scored three goals apiece. 
Clemson appears to have a 
strong nucleus of talent return- 
ing to Todd Bramble's team next 
year. The Lady Tigers will lose 
seniors Kim Faerber, Courtney 
Foster, Amber Funk, Britten 
Meyer, Stephanie Permar and 
Kelly Schneider from this year's 
team. However, the top six scor- 
ers return, five of whom were 
freshmen or sophomores this 
year. In addition, Phillips will 
return as the goaltender for one 
more season. With most of the 
team returning, the Lady Tigers 
could make an even deeper 
NCAA tournament run next 
season. 
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it the PAINT 
Tomorrow, the Clemson 
Tigers will travel to the 
Colonial Center in Columbia 
to face the rival South 
Carolina Gamecocks for 
the first time this season. 
Clemson is hot and looks to 
continue its stellar play. 
KEY PLAYERS 
ames Mays 
unior 
Forward - 6'9" 
11.9 PPG, 20 steals, 
7.4 rebounds 
Tre' Kelley 
Senior 
Guard - 6'0" 
16.4 PPG, 26 assists, 
3.4 rebounds 
MATCHUPS 
OFFENSE 
DEFENSE 
The Tiger offense 
shot the lights out in 
Minnesota in their 
latest victory. 
Clemson is averaging 
11.1 steals and 37.7 
rebounds per game 
this season. 
WHO'S HOT 
Clemson's K.C. Riv- 
ers has been great off 
the bench all season 
long. 
WHO WILL WIN? 
The Tigers are on a 
roll and have proved 
themselves on the 
road already. 
WILD CARD $• A V ♦ 
If this game comes down to the 
wire, Clemson may be in trouble. 
The Gamecocks are great from 
the free throw line, while the 
Tigers struggle yearly. 
KEY 
S-T-A-T 
Clemson lit up the scoreboard 
in Minnesota, and its three point 
percentage was outstanding. If 
the Tigers keep that up, the trip to 
Columbia may be an easy one. 
OVERTIME 
South Carolina head coach Dave 
Odomis 22-10 in his career, 
which includes a number of 
victories while at Wake Forest. 
Those 22 wins are the most 
he has against any team in his 
career. However, he's lost his last 
two against the Tigers. 
The last time the Tigers visited 
the Colonial Center, the largest 
crowd in the coliseum's history, 
17,828, were on hand to see 
Cheyenne Moore hit the game 
winning three point shot with 3.4 
seconds remaining in overtime 
for a 63-62 Clemson victory. 
This marks the 157th all-lime 
meeting between the ngcrs 
and the Gamecocks, The lust 
mceting'camc in 19] landSoutt 
Carolina owns the lead '» l,K' 
series 86-70, 
FullCourtPRESS 
Tip-off: Saturday, 1 p.m. TV: Fox Sports Net    Radio: Clemson Sports Network 
Tigers head to Columbia 
Men's basketball squad seeks 
revenge for gridiron defeat in 
Tigertown last Saturday. 
JOSH FORT 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Clemson men's basketball team has started off 
the 2006 season red-hot, winning their first seven 
games, making it the first time in the program's 
history that a Clemson team has won seven games 
in the month of November. Clemson looks to con- 
tinue that hot streak this weekend when they trav- 
el to the state capital on Saturday to face arch-rival 
South Carolina. The Gamecocks will have a chal- 
lenge, to say the least, on their hands in attempt- 
ing to defend an arsenal of Tiger weapons. 
A big reason for the Tigers' success this sea- 
son is the return of junior big-man James Mays. 
For the year, Mays is averaging 11.9 points per 
game and more than seven rebounds per game. 
Rebounds and points are expected of the Garner, 
N.C., native, but the surprising number on Mays' 
stat sheet this season is the 20 steals that he has 
accumulated to lead the team. 
Steals are the specialty for quick-footed guard 
Vernon Hamilton, who is first all-time in Clemson 
history for steals. The team's only senior has 13 
steals on the year to compliment 26 assists. In 
addition to his ball-handling skills Hamilton has 
been known to score, this season he is averag- 
ing nearly 11 points per game. 
Former  All-ACC  freshman  Cliff 
Hammonds   continues   to   shoot 
well from behind the three-point 
arc at 41 percent. Hammonds 
comes into the game averaging 
10.4 points per game with 25 
assists. 
A pleasant surprise  for 
the team this year has been 
the play of freshman Trevor 
Booker. The 6'7" inch power 
forward easily worked his way 
into the starting lineup this pre- 
season and has started every game     ^ 
for the Tigers. Booker is averaging 9.1 
points and 6.3 rebounds per game and 
leads the team in blocked shots with 15. 
Mays'        energy 
brother counter- 
part, Sam Perry, has 
continued to reck- 
lessly throw his body 
around    the    court 
and allow teammates to feed off of his intensity. 
Tony's stats (5.6 ppg, 2.9 rpg) may not show it, but 
his effort earns him a starting spot from just about 
,in\ eoach in the country. He can jump through 
the roof and has shown the ability to be a game 
changer on short.notice 
UZ HUNTER/assistant photo editor 
WHERE'S THE OUTLET: Clemson senior guard Vernon Hamilton looks for somewhere to pass 
the ball against Furman earlier this season at Littlejohn Coliseum. 
Clemson's bench play has also been impres- 
sive this year. Sophomore K.C. Rivers has played 
more than 25 minutes a game this year and has 
made every one of them count. He leads the team 
in scoring with 13.1 points per game and has also 
shown unselfishness, dishing out 19 assists to his 
teammates. Besides Hammonds, Rivers is the 
Tigers' only other consistent deep threat. The Oak 
Hill Academy (Va.) grad is 15-36 (.417) on three- 
pointers for the year. 
This Tiger squad has more depth than head 
coach Oliver Purnell's past teams as Raymond 
Sikes, Julius Powell, Matt Morris, David Potter 
and A.J. Tyler have each seen significant action 
this season. 
As for South Carolina, the back-to-back NTT 
Champions have started the year off 4-1, notching 
wins over South Carolina State (55-52), Southern 
Cal (80-74, OT), Lipscomb (75-68) and The Citadel 
(74-59). The Gamecocks' lone loss came on the 
road to UC Irvine, 67-52. 
South Carolina has had trouble replacing 
first-round draft pick Ronaldo Balkman but have 
found a likely candidate in senior Tre' Kelly. Kelly 
has stepped up to lead the Gamecocks in scor- 
ing this season with 16.4 points per game and 26 
assists in five starts. 
Brandon Wallace has emerged as a force inside 
for South Carolina, pulling down nearly nine 
rebounds a game and averaging more than 11 
points. He leads the team with 15 blocked shots. 
Another power in the paint for the Gamecocks 
is forward Dominique Archie who is second on 
the team in rebounds per game (six) and blocks 
(five). 
If the game comes down to the 
wire   and   free-throws   come 
into play, things could get 
Bi    interesting for the Tigers. 
WL    While      Clemson      is 
K    averaging their usual 
K     .573 from the charity 
H    stripe, South Carolina 
is shooting an impres- 
sive .747. 
Look for the Tigers 
f    to  continue  to  play 
stingy    defense    and 
force plenty of turnovers 
in their full-court pressure 
defensive    scheme.    This 
season, Clemson is outscoring 
their opponents 75-57 and forcing 
more than 18 turnovers per 
game. South Carolina is yet 
to be impressive in a game 
this season but cannot be 
overlooked.    The   Tigers 
took  last  year's   contest 
82-63 thanks to a career high 19 points by James 
Mays. South Carolina leads the series 86-70, but 
Coach Oliver Purnell's Tigers have taken the last 
two. Tip-off for the hardwood brawl is scheduled 
for 1 p.m. Saturday, with the game being televised 
by Fox Sports Net. 
Team             Conf. Overall 
Clemson        0-0 8-0 
Maryland      0-0 8-0 
NC State        0-0 5-0 
Duke             0-0 6-1 
Georgia Tech 0-0 6-1 
UNC              0-0 5-1 
Wake Forest 0-0 5-1 
Virginia         0-0 4-1 
Florida State 0-0 4-2 
Virginia Tech 0-0 4-2 
B. College      0-0 3-2 
Miami           0-0 4-3 
ACC Schedule 
Saturday 
Kentucky at UNC, noon 
Clemson at USC, 1 p.m. 
Georgia at Wake, 5:10 p.m. 
Georgetown at Duke, 7 p.m. 
BC at UMass, 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday 
NCSU at Virginia, 3:30 p.m. 
GW at Va. Tech, 4 p.m. 
Ga. Tech at Miami, 5:30 p.m. 
N. Dame at UMD, 6:30 p.m. 
Florida at FSU, 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday 
FSU at Stetson, 7 p.m. 
Wofford at Clemson, 7:30 p.m. 
tov* : p 25 
1. UCLA (36) 
2. Pittsburgh (18) 
3. Ohio State (15) 
4. Florida 
5. Kansas 
6. Alabama 
7. North Carolina 
8. Marquette 
9. Texas A&M 
10. LSU 
11. Duke 
12. Wisconsin 
13. Washington 
14. Memphis 
15. Syracuse 
16. Arizona 
17. Wichita State 
18. Georgetown 
19. Butler 
20. Connecticut 
21. Georgia Tech 
22. Gonzaga 
23. Maryland 
24. Nevada 
25. Virginia 
The Numbers Game 
101.4 
Average number of points 
scored per game by Virginia 
Military Insitute, the high- 
est total in the nation. The 
Keydets are now 3-5 on the 
year after losing 79-72 to 
Army on Tuesday night. In 
its last five games, VMI has 
scored 584 total points and is 
2-3 over that stretch. 
875 
Career win total for Texas 
Tech head coach Bob Knight 
after the Red Raiders' 70-60 
win over Texas Christian on 
Wednesday night. Knight 
needs just four more victo- 
ries to overtake former North 
Carolina head coach Dean 
Smith for the NCAA Division 
I career wins record. 
25,000 
Amount in dollars that 
Los Angeles Lakers head 
coach Phil Jackson was fined 
for criticizing NBA officials 
after the Lakers' 114-108 loss 
to the Utah Jazz. Each team 
was called for 26 fouls. 
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Tiger basketball team rolling through early season 
Out to an 8-0 start, Clemson 
has notched victories over 
several quality opponents. 
ERIC SPROTT 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
As full attention turns to 
the basketball team since the 
conclusion of the football 
team's regular season, things 
couldn't be much better for the 
men's basketball team. 
After starting 11-0 last 
season, the team is doing it's 
best to get back to the mark as 
they're now 8-0 after the first 
month of the season. 
Oliver Purnell's Tigers have 
done much more than beat up 
on inferior opponents as they 
have also taken out a pair of 
teams from the SEC and Big 10 
in their last three games since 
Thanksgiving Break. 
With most of the student 
body away for break, the 
men's basketball team hosted 
Mississippi State last Tuesday 
at Littlejohn Coliseum. 
The Mississippi State 
game provided a good early 
test for the team, which had 
already jumped out to a 5-0 
start behind the quality play of 
senior guard Vernon Hamilton. 
The Tigers have also received 
a lot of help down low from 
forward James Mays, who was 
welcomed back to the team 
this season after missing the 
second half of last season due 
to an academic suspension. 
Mays proved to be the dif- 
ference maker in the game, as 
he recorded a double-double 
with 17 points and 12 rebounds 
on the way to a 69-66 victory 
over the feisty Bulldogs. 
What was most satisfying 
for the fans and the team was 
Clemson's impressive perfor- 
mance from the free throw line. 
That statistic has plagued the 
Tigers for as long as most fans 
can remember, but Clemson 
shot an impressive 73.9 per- 
cent for the game which went 
a long way in preserving the 
Tiger victory. 
The game's most impor- 
tant free throws came with 
under five seconds remaining 
with the Tigers leading 68-66. 
Hamilton was able to convert 
only one of his attempts, giv- 
ing the Bulldogs life down 
69-66. Their desperation three 
point shot came up short, how- 
ever, as the Tigers notched the 
impressive victory. 
On top of the great effort 
from Mays, Cliff Hammonds 
led the Tigers with 20 points 
on the night while K.C. Rivers 
was able to add 11 points off 
the bench. 
After a few days off, the 
Tigers welcomed Charleston 
Southern into Littlejohn 
Coliseum. The game had a 
more laid-back feel as the 
Tigers got an easy win over 
the visiting Buccaneers by a 
final score of 74-50. 
Mays continued his strong 
play, scoring 12 points on the 
night in limited action while 
Rivers impressed once again 
off the bench, as he added 12 
points on the night. 
The Tigers' biggest 
win of the season came on 
Wednesday night as they took 
out the Minnesota Golden 
Gophers 90-68. The game was 
part of the annual ACC/Big 
10 Challenge and was seen by 
a national television audience 
on ESPN2. 
The Tigers once again 
received terrific bench play 
from Rivers, who scored 22 
points, including five of nine 
on his three point attempts, to 
lead all scorers on the night. 
Mays also continued his 
impressive play as he had a 
double-double for the second 
time in three games, scoring 
11 points and pulling down 10 
rebounds. 
Hamilton, Hammonds and 
Trevor Booker also registered 
double-digit scoring efforts to 
lead the Tigers to the impres- 
sive road victory. 
Clemson's offensive 
onslaught was aided tremen- 
dously by their play from 
behind the arc. As a team, the 
Tigers shot 38 percent from 
beyond the arc as part of their 
46.5 percent from the field 
overall. 
While Clemson's field 
goal numbers were impres- 
sive, their numbers were eas- 
ily trumped by the Golden 
Gophers' whopping 58 percent 
from the field. 
The difference for the Tigers 
was on the boards. The Tigers 
won the rebounding battle 
39-16, while hauling down 
an impressive 21 offensive 
rebounds along the way. 
Clemson will look to remain 
unbeaten this weekend as they 
take on their archrival South 
Carolina. The game is sched- 
uled to tip off at 1 p.m. at the 
Colonial Center in Columbia. 
BRIAN SCHNEIDER 51.111 
YOUNG GUNS: Clemson freshman Trevor Booker goes up for a 
shot over Furman freshman Alex Opacic. 
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Friday Fantasy Football Roundup 
BUCKY BERLIN 
STAFF WRITER 
Down 21 to nothing in the 
fourth quarter to the N.Y. Giants, 
the Tennessee Titans turned to 
rookie quarterback Vince Young: 
needless to say, he delivered. 
In what has been tagged the 
biggest fourth-quarter comeback 
in franchise history, Young ral- 
lied his team by throwing for 
249 yards and two touchdowns 
while adding 69 yards and a 
touchdown on the ground to 
beat the Giants. Pacman Jones 
picked off Eli Manning with 
32 seconds left in the game .to 
set up Rob Bironas' 49-yard 
game-winning field goal. Young 
showed poise and ability that 
was reminiscent of his national 
championship performance only 
a year ago, leaving head coach 
Jeff Fisher with only a "Wow," 
when it was all over. Have the 
Giants really self-destructed that 
much or are the Titans beginning 
to be a force in the league with 
Vince Young at the helm? 
Whether or not Denver 
Broncos head coach Mike 
Shanahan was watching Young 
and the Titans trump the Giants 
in a single quarter, he was reeling 
enough from the Thanksgiving- 
day loss to the Chiefs to declare 
rookie Jay Cutler the starting 
quarterback this week against 
the Seahawks. The move bench- 
es four-year starter and 10-year 
veteran Jake Plummer, who has 
been inconsistent at quarter- 
back as the Broncos aim for the 
postseason. Shanahan brushed 
off claims that the Broncos are 
only looking towards the future 
by starting Cutler, citing that "I 
think (Cutler) gives us the best 
chance to win; He's our future, 
he's our present." 
The third quarterback taken 
in the 2006 NFL draft, Cutler will 
join Matt Leinart, Vince Young 
and Bruce Gradkowski among 
rookie quarterbacks who have 
each been handed the starting 
position as a rookie. "I'm excit- 
ed," Cutler said. "And a little 
nervous." 
Good luck, rook. 
In the latest Dallas drama, 
Bill Parcells' frustration with 
kicker Mike Vanderjagt finally 
boiled over as he cut "the most 
accurate kicker in league his- 
tory" this week and replaced 
him   with   Martin   Gramatica. 
Vanderjagt had converted only 
13 of 18 field goal attempts on 
the season. 
Last but definitely not least, 
I must again mention LaDainian 
Tomlinson who never ceases to 
amaze me or the rest of the NFL. 
The man has nearly been the 
Chargers' sole source of offense 
and could easily outscore most 
teams with his 26 total touch- 
downs on the season (21 rushing, 
three receiving and two passing). 
The last three weeks have seen 
II of those touchdowns and the 
Chargers are easily the hottest 
team in the AFC. I think you 
could already make the case for 
LT as the league MVP this year, 
and I would even go as far as 
to say that he will probably be 
the face on the cover of Madden 
2008.1 dare you to name a player 
who has made a greater contri- 
bution for his team this year. 
The playoff picture is getting 
clearer as we head into week 13. 
QB 
Tony Romo — Dallas at 
N.Y. Giants — So it seems that 
Bill Parcells and the fan-base in 
Dallas were right about Tony 
Romo: he has led them to vic- 
tories in four of his five starts 
and he absolutely destroyed 
Tampa Bay on Thanksgiving. 
Completing 22 of 29 passes for 
306 yards and five touchdowns 
hardly seems like ordinary stats 
for a guy starting his first year 
in the NFL. If you took a gamble 
and picked him up when Bledsoe 
was benched, you made a wise 
move (Way to go, Dad). With the 
Giants defense still plagued with 
injuries, expect another good 
week for Romo. 
Drew Brees — New Orleans 
vs. San Francisco — I have been 
debating all season whether 
Drew Brees was better in San 
Diego or New Orleans, but he 
seems to be doing just fine in 
a Saints uniform. Since New 
Orleans had a bye week five 
weeks ago, Brees has thrown for 
more than 300 yards in each of 
those previous five weeks and 
is on pace for a stellar statistical 
season while leading his team to 
the playoffs. Was this the same 
guy who ended last season with 
a major shoulder injury, was 
cut by the Chargers and passed 
over by the Dolphins? I'd say 
that his shoulder is 100 percent 
after watching him throw for 349 
yards and two touchdowns over 
Atlanta last week. Start him! 
RB 
Steven Jackson — St. Louis 
vs. Arizona — Jackson had been 
begging for more carries and 
he finally got them against the 
49ers, rushing for 121 yards on 
23 attempts and finding the end- 
zone once. The Rams snapped 
a five game losing streak with 
Jackson's performance, and I 
bet that they will begin to utilize 
him more and more as they try to 
stay in the playoff hunt. Arizona 
has allowed 1,342 yards on the 
ground this season, so look for 
Jackson to break 100 easily this 
week. 
Frank Gore — San Francisco 
at New Orleans — There has 
been all kinds of press on this 
guy out in San Fran, and with 
good reason. In the last three 
weeks alone, he has rushed 
for 505 yards and two touch- 
downs. Believe it or not but San 
Francisco might just wind up in 
the playoffs. If you are trying to 
remember where you have seen 
Gore before, think back to Nov. 
6, 2004 when the Clemson Tigers 
upset the Miami Hurricanes, 
Gore's alma mater, 24-17 in over- 
time. Gore had 105 yards and 
two touchdowns in that game, 
but he was outdone by my boy 
Reggie Merriweather who had 
114 yards and three touchdowns, 
including the game winner, en 
route to leading the Tigers to 
victory. Thanks Reggie, we will 
miss you. See you on Sundays. 
WR 
Steve Smith — Carolina at 
Philadelphia — You cannot stop 
him. It's impossible. Let me tell 
you the facts: He will get open, 
he will burn you and he will 
score. Enough said. Even if he 
doesn't get to the Super Bowl 
this year, count on him getting a 
paid vacation to Hawaii for the 
Pro Bowl. 
Devery Henderson — New 
Orleans vs. San Francisco 
— Henderson has been starting 
in place of Marques Colston who 
has been out with an injury, and 
last week he racked up 158 yards 
and a touchdown against the 
Falcons. Not bad for a guy just 
filling in. He will continue to do 
well until Colston returns, so if 
you need someone to tide you 
over for a week or two, grab 
him. 
TE 
Chris Cooley — Washington 
vs. Atlanta — The Redskins have 
spent some outrageous money on 
wide receivers lately, picking up 
Antwan Randle El and Brandon 
Lloyd in the offseason to comple- 
ment Santana Moss. So why is 
their tight end winning games 
for them? Who knows, but he 
had three receptions for 89 yards 
against Carolina, including a 66- 
yarder that all but sealed the deal 
last Sunday. I don't know about 
you, but my mom always told 
me not to spend all my money in 
one place. Watch for new quar- 
terback Jason Campbell to keep 
looking Cooley's way this week 
against the Falcons. 
K 
Adam Vinatieri — 
Indianapolis at Tennessee 
— Vinatieri had six extra points 
in addition to one 44-yard field 
goal against the Eagles last week. 
The Titans almost pulled a fast 
one on the Colts last time they 
Volleyball season comes 
to an end with two wins 
Abbott, Hepburn, Ege and 
Murphy named to All- 
Conference teams. 
LINDSEY MELESKI 
STAFF WRITER 
The Tiger volleyball team 
concluded its season this week- 
end with two straight victories 
against Virginia and Virginia 
Tech. Though the Hokies won by 
a 3-1 margin on their home court 
on Oct. 22, the Tigers evened the 
series Wednesday night with a 3- 
2 (30-16, 30-19, 28-30, 23-30, 15-11) 
victory. Clemson also evened the 
score against the Cavaliers Friday 
night in a 3-0 (30-22, 30-25, 30-26) 
victory. 
Sophomore Danielle Hepburn 
has set the school record for block 
assists in a single season with 148 
recorded this year. She has 178 
total blocks to lead the ACC with 
a 1.70 per game average. The 
native of Miami, Fla., also leads 
the league with a .365 hitting 
percentage. Fellow sophomore 
Jeannette Abbott is atop the confer- 
ence standings with a 4.46 kills per 
game average. She boasts a team- 
best 468 kills this season. 
Overall, the Tigers averaged 
3.15 blocks per game, a figure that 
ranks 23rd in the nation, while also 
tallying 15.30 kills per game. The 
Tigers finished third in the Atlantic 
Coast Conference with a 20-10 
overall record and a 15-7 ACC 
ledger behind Duke and Virginia. 
Unfortunately, the Duke Blue 
Devils were the only ACC team to 
receive an NCAA bid consequently 
ending Clemson's season. Clemson 
did, however, receive three picks 
on the All-Conference teams as 
did Virginia, while Georgia Tech 
notched a pair of nominations 
too. Boston College, Florida State, 
Maryland, Miami, Virginia Tech 
and Wake Forest rounded out the 
teams with one selection apiece. 
The ACC All-Freshmen Team 
highlighted six of the league's 
top freshmen with players from 
Clemson, Duke, Florida State, 
Virginia and Virginia Tech. 
Both Jeannette Abbott and 
Danielle Hepburn earned All-ACC 
first team honors, the first time two 
players from Clemson received the 
accolades since 1999. Freshman 
libero Didem Ege received second 
team All-ACC honors as well as a 
position on the ACC All-Freshman 
team along with freshman setter 
Kelsey Murphy. 
met, so Vinatieri will probably 
get more attempts this week. 
He is 18 of 20 on the season with 
field goals and perfect on extra 
points. 
DEFENSE 
San Diego Chargers at Buffalo 
Bills — Shawne Merriman 
returns from his suspension 
this week to a defense that 
faired quite well in his absence. 
By quite well, I mean that they 
didn't lose. The Chargers are 9-2 
atop the AFC West and will be 
boosted with Merriman back in 
uniform as they travel to Buffalo 
to face J.P. Losman and the 5-6 
Bills. 
GAME TO WATCH 
Seattle Seahawks (7-4) at 
Denver Broncos (7-4) — Sunday, 
8:15 p.m. — Both teams are still 
alive in the playoff race, with the 
Seahawks edging out the Packers 
on Monday Night Football upon 
the returns of Matt Hasselbeck 
and Shaun Alexander to stay 
on top of the NFC West. The 
Broncos will be starting Jay 
Cutler this week in place of Jake 
Plummer in attempt to break 
a two game losing streak. This 
Red Route 24/7 
as*       Fitness Center 
Individual Leases 
Volleyball & Tennis 
2 bed/2 bath and 4 bed/ 4 bath 
i $100 OFF Reservation Fee 
864.624.4500 
berkeley-place.com 
i berkeley@placeproperties.com 
1
     Only One Coupon per Application.       Coupon only valid for new residents. 
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Gamecocks, Maine down Clemson on the road 
Lady Tigers fall to South 
Carolina 80-48, down 
St. John's in Tournament. 
SARAH PORRI 
STAFF WRITER 
The Lady Tigers basketball 
team had a tough Thanksgiving 
week with one game and a 
two day tournament, the Dead 
River Company Classic. The 
Lady Tigers first faced off with 
arch-rival South Carolina on 
Monday in Columbia. Going 
into the game, Clemson lead 
the series against the Lady 
Gamecocks, 31-20. Last year, the 
Lady Tigers clinched the win in 
overtime, 87-79. However, this 
was not the case this year. The 
Clemson women fell to South 
Carolina, 80-48, on Monday. 
Monday's game started off 
with Clemson's leading scorer 
Tasha Taylor in foul trouble. 
She would play just more than 
seven minutes the entire game. 
With Taylor not playing as 
much, the Lady Tigers looked 
to their freshmen for a boost. 
Freshmen forward Lele Hardy 
and guard Morganne Campbell 
BRIAN SCHNEIDER   stafl 
DRIVIN' A COUGAR: Guard Christy Brown prepares to drive the ball against College of Charleston's 
Brooke Kotcella. The Tigers went on to defeat the Cougars 64-42 in action earlier this season. 
both scored in double digits 
for the game. Hardy walked 
away with 12 points and nine 
rebounds, and Campbell scored 
10 points with two rebounds. 
The  Lady  Tigers  took  an 
early lead in the first half, but 
the Lady Gamecocks fought 
back    with    18    uncontested 
THE POWER TO 
RING IN THE HOLIDAYS FOR FREE 
Great Phones. Great Plans. Great gifts that last all year long. 
Hurry, offer ends soon! 
This exclusive offer is available 
at select locations. 
Hurry in today to: 
PCS Store 
Clemson 
1280-D Eighteen Mile Road 
Central, SC 29630 
In the Wal-Mart Shopping Center 
(864) 639-3973 
Sprint * 
Together with NEXTEL 
Authorized Representative 
"Rates exclude taxes & Sprint Fees (induding USF charge of up to 226% that varies quarterly, cost recovery fees up to $183 per line, & state/local fees that vary by area). Sprint Fees are not taxes or eovWd 
charges. 6      ^ 
Coverage not avail, everywhere. Avail, features & services will vary by phone/network. Nationwide Sprint PCS Network readies over 250 million people. Offers not avail, in all markets. Subject to credit 
approval, $36 activation & $200 early termination fee per line. Deposit may be req'd. Add'l terms & restrictions apply. See store or Sprintcom for details. Offer ends 12/31/06 or while supplies last Instant 
Savings: Activation at time of purchase required. Fair & Flexible Plan: Includes 200 monthly Anytime Minutes adjustable in 30 min inaements for $5.00, w/ $0.20/min above 500 minutes. Nights 
7pm • 7am & Weekends Fri. 7pm - Mon. 7am. Partial minutes charged as full minutes. Sprint may terminate service if majority of minutes/month are used while roaming. ©2006 Sprint Nextel All riehts 
reserved. Sprint the logo, and other trademarks are the trademarks of Sprint Nextel. 
FOCUS 
on driving 
points. The Lady Tigers closed 
the gap little by little with the 
help of a three pointer made 
by senior forward Carrie 
Whitehurst. 
At the half, Clemson was 
down, 39-27. Coming out of 
the locker room, the Lady 
Gamecocks outscored the Lady 
Tigers, 41-21, in the second half. 
The Clemson women fought 
hard to tighten the match up, 
but had little to show for it as 
the Lady Gamecocks took home 
the win. 
Over the Thanksgiving 
weekend, the Lady Tigers 
traveled to Orono, Maine, to 
compete in the Dead River 
Company Classic. Their first 
game was against St. John's. 
This time, it was junior forward 
D'Lesha Lloyd who had the 
hot hands on Friday, followed 
closely by Hardy and Campbell. 
Lloyd had a career high of 
29 points with a team-best 13 
rebounds. Hardy and Campbell 
also scored in the double digits 
with 20 and 17, respectively. 
The Lady Tigers again took 
the early lead, but St. John's 
tightened the game and regained 
the lead by 10 mid way through 
the first half. Lloyd put up five 
unanswered baskets to tie the 
score at 35 with just more than 
two minutes to play in the half. 
After going to the half ahead 
44-41, St. John's moved the ball 
well and eventually the game 
was tied, this time at 50. The 
two teams battled it out on the 
floor, tying again at 75. Lloyd 
gave the Lady Tigers the lead 
with a jump shot. Whitehurst 
used this momentum to make a 
jumper and back to back three 
pointers to stretch out the lead. 
St. John's would not catch up. 
This improved Clemson's 
record to 2-3, and dropped St. 
John's to 0-3. Clemson would 
now face Maine on Saturday for 
the championship. 
Saturday rolled around, 
and the Lady Tiger faced off 
with Maine for the tourna- 
ment championship. Lloyd and 
Hardy performed well, scoring 
16 and 28 points respectively. 
Hardy also had 10 rebounds for 
the evening. Freshmen guard 
Christy Brown contributed 14 
points to the Lady Tiger effort. 
The Lady Black Bears came out 
strong to take the early lead 
in the beginning of the game. 
After back-to-back three point- 
ers by Whitehurst, the Lady 
Tigers took a 10 point lead near 
the end of the first half of play. 
Maine concluded the half just 
one point ahead of Clemson. 
The second half featured a 
close game with the lead shifted 
back and forth between the two 
teams. Maine lead 78-75 with 
just 25 seconds left on the clock. 
Brown hit a three-pointer with 
11 seconds left to tie the game, 
but Lady Black Bear Amanda 
Tewskbury made a shot at the 
buzzer that went through the 
net. This last second shot gave 
Maine the win and the champi- 
onship. 
However, Clemson did not 
go home empty handed. Lele 
Hardy and D'Lesha Lloyd were 
named to the All-Tournament 
Team for their impressive per- 
formance during the two day 
tournament. 
The Lady Tigers have a 
few days off until they play 
against the Lady Paladins of 
Furman. The Lady Paladins 
come to Clemson with a loss 
to University of North Carolina 
Wilmington. This game will be 
played at Littlejohn Coliseum 
on Wednesday, Nov. 29. 
HTHE*TIGER}- 
TimeOut SECTION D 
Higher education: 
the "Wilder" wav 
rrr>RiNNA MILLER nf*u~„..:. J CO I
STAFF WRITER 
After the graduation of Mr. 
Van Wilder, a ninth-year senior, 
it seemed as though the world 
was to be left without the esca- 
pades of college students trying 
to get laid. But no! Someone 
was left behind to continue 
the legacy and to carry on the 
torch. The one, the only Taj 
Mahal Badalandabad! Once the 
not-so-typical and oh-so-horny 
Asian side-kick/assistant in the 
popular "Van Wilder," he has 
now become the one that has 
to teach college students how 
to make the most out of their 
academic careers. 
Taj travels to England's 
prestigious     Camden 
University to further 
his   studies.   Upon 
arrival,    he    real- 
izes that his house- 
mates    are    quiet 
little     nerds 
that 
-*\ 
COURTESY NEW LINE 
* have never experience the "finer 
aspects of life." Taj decides to 
adopt this little band of uptight 
misfits and teach them to be all 
that they can be while at the 
same time figuring things out in 
his own life. 
« You might be a bit skepti- 
cal at first, but it appears that 
this movie has great potential. 
While "The Rise of Taj" is an 
* original movie in its own right, 
it still has the quirky, sexed-up 
humor the last "Wilder" movie 
<? had. The movie, a spin-off, not a 
sequel, promises luscious cleav- 
age, sex, hot nerds, unexpected 
and inconvenient visits by the 
* parents and vicious campus 
rivalry. 
How can you go wrong with 
„ any of that? Actor Kal Perm, 
who plays Taj, has also played 
Kumar in "Harold and Kumar 
Go to White Castle" and Spencer 
in "Superman Returns," among 
other films. This is actor Kal 
Penn's "first real job" as he calls 
it. He is also executive producer 
of the movie. 
In an exclusive newspa- 
per conference call interview 
with Kal Perm, he answered 
the tough, straight-to-the-core 
questions: 
TimeOut: What would you 
say is the message in "Van 
Wilder, The Rise of Taj?" 
Kal Penn: Half making fun 
of college cliques, plus a heart 
and emotional spin. 
TimeOut: What      is 
your    favorite   song   on   the 
soundtrack? 
KP: Well, my agent gave me 
a burned copy of the soundtrack 
to listen to and I told her later 
that I really liked number such 
and such. Come to find out it 
was Hanson. 
TO: How do "Harold 
and Kumar"  and  "Van 
Wilder"   compare   to 
your    own    college 
experiences? 
KP: I had a more 
balanced    experience 
than    my    characters. 
I spent a lot more time 
studying   and   had   to 
miss   class   for   audi- 
tions. 
TO:   What   did 
you do to prepare 
yourself for 
your   role   in 
"Harold  and 
Kumar?" 
KP:  No, I 
did not smoke 
weed. Actually, 
I went to the library and studied 
gun shot wounds and surgeries 
for two days. Kumar is doing it 
just for the pot, but still, 
he knew what he was 
doing because he's 
going to medi- 
cal      school 
and I 
wanted to 
play a guy 
who really 
knew what 
he is doing. 
TO:   Can 
you      relate 
to Kumar or 
Taj? 
KP: (laughs) 
No. 
TO: How do you feel about 
your character's name? 
KP: When I was first 
approached by my agent about 
doing the role, she told me that 
it was a great opportunity and 
a great movie and I was all for 
it. Then I asked what the char- 
acter's name was and she said, 
"Well, Kal, you're not going to 
like this. It's Taj Mahal." I told 
her "F**k you" and hung up. I 
felt that it was horribly deroga- 
tive and didn't want anything 
to do with it. However, [after I 
read the script,] I took it because 
[Taj] advanced the plot and 
wasn't the taxi driver or Quickie 
Mart stereotype." 
Q:  Would  you rather fart 
purple dust or trail potpourri 
wherever you go? 
KP: The latter. 
So, boys and girls, for 
the next installment of "sex 
and college the 'Van Wilder' 
way," make sure to check out 
"National Lampoon's Van 
Wilder: the Rise of Taj" when it 
hits theaters this December. Kal 
promises you won't regret it. 
Little John heats up semester 
NlKI AMATO 
STAFF WRITER 
ANITA CHEN 
STAFF WRITER 
Clemson's very own 
Littlejohn Coliseum has hosted 
a wide range of artists this 
semester, with everyone from 
Ludacris to Barney taking the 
stage. Before Thanksgiving 
break, however, students were 
blessed with two popular 
bands from wildly different 
genres: Death Cab for Cubie 
and Sugarland. 
Presumptions would have it 
that Death Cab for Cutie would 
unquestionably hold a mellow, 
intimate concert, one fitting for 
a band that's typecast for being 
sensitive — but that's not the 
case for their recent perfor- 
mance in Clemson's Littlejohn 
Coliseum. 
Nevertheless, the band's 
immediate vigor and tena- 
ciousness chased away illu- 
sions of such, much to the aid 
of drummer Jason McGerr, who 
steered Death Cab into a high- 
powered performance. Not to 
neglect critical contributors, 
such as singer/guitarist Ben 
Gibbard, guitarist Chris Walla 
and bassist Nicholas Harmer, 
who danced unremittingly to 
set the nature of the concert on 
the Saturday, Nov. 18. 
The set included mainly 
songs from their last album 
"Plans," including singles 
like "Soul Meets Body" and 
"I Will Follow You Into The 
Dark." Although the band's 
tour was its last to promote 
their latest album, numer- 
ous songs from older albums 
("Transatlanticism" and "We've 
Got the Facts and We're Voting 
Yes") graced their presence. 
Gibbard also impressed the 
audience with his skills at the 
keyboard as he sung "Summer 
Skin" and played the drums 
during "We Looked Like 
Giants." 
The stage's backdrop of 
building silhouettes like the 
album jacket of "Plans" was 
like an allusion to the song 
"Crooked Teeth;" the track 
includes such lyrics as: "Cause 
at night the sun in retreat made 
the skyline look like crooked 
teeth in the mouth of a man 
who was devouring us both," 
which definitely set the tone 
as the band's big-city, big- 
world motif, which is evident 
throughout the album, par- 
ticularly songs like "Marching 
Bands of Manhattan" and 
"Brothers on a Hotel Bed." 
Overall, the atmosphere in 
Littlejohn Coliseum was very 
upbeat, engrossed with the 
jaded yet soothing voice of 
Gibbard. The best part, how- 
ever, was the encore. Just when 
c Decembe 
COURTESY DIA ZAFEROPUIOS 
SUGAR IN THE CABBIE: Popular artists Sugarland and Death Cab 
for Cutie entertained fans at Littlejohn Coliseum. 
one thought that the concert 
has ended, leaving the audi- 
ence with only memories of 
the night, the entire coliseum 
begins to chant the group's 
name continually. The band 
who already departed from the 
stage unexpectedly reappears, 
and much to the listeners' 
gratification, they played three 
more songs. 
The opening perfor- 
mance featured Ted Leo and 
the Pharmacists. They were 
respectable for their swiftness 
in melody, and a considerable 
variation from Death Cab. 
The popular country 
duo Sugarland performed 
at Littlejohn Coliseum, and 
the band delivered a definite 
crowd pleasing performance 
on Sunday, Nov. 19. 
Up-and-coming performers 
the Lost Trailers opened the 
show before Sugarland came 
onstage at about 9 p.m. and 
disappointingly finished at 10 
p.m.; for the main act, this was 
a considerably short show. 
But good things came from 
the short time the group was 
on stage. Lead singer Jennifer 
Nettles opened the show with 
a southern twangy rendition of 
Tom Petty's "American Girl." 
Following was a blend of hits 
from their first and second 
albums, "Twice the Speed of 
Life" and "Enjoy the Ride." Hits 
like "Want To," "Mississippi 
Girls" and "Baby Girl" were 
positively crowd pleasers. 
Sugarland also livened 
things up a bit with a country 
rendition of Bruce Hornsby's 
"Changes," more popularly 
known by this generation as 
the song that Tupac covered. 
Nettles recently paired up with 
Bon Jovi to cut the radio hit 
"You Can't Go Home." For the 
show, Nettles played the song 
on the acoustic guitar with 
guitarist Kristian Bush singing 
vocals. It was nice to see a role 
change in vocals and instru- 
ments. 
When Nettles, however, 
was not playing guitar, she was 
singing and dancing on stage 
in a slightly irritating manner. 
A few times throughout the 
concert it appeared that she 
was singing and using sign 
language; unfortunately, she 
seemed to be making up the 
signs. 
Nevertheless, the perfor- 
mance was upbeat and full of a 
contagious energy that spread 
throughout the entire crowd. 
Be sure to get to Littlejohn 
next semester! 
Service. Leadership. Fellowship. 
Come check out what Circle K is all about! 
Tuesdays, 8 p.m., Brackett 214. 
SEE YOU THERE! 
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ON   THE 
PROW 
by ORSON  SWELLES 
With the holiday season 
coming in full swing, every 
media source is beginning to 
do Christmas specials and 
features to get people in the 
spirit. The problem here is that 
these people are missing the 
true momentous occasion that 
is on the horizon. I'm talking 
about Y2K7, baby! The future 
is nigh, and we are all acting 
like 2007 is just another year 
down the pipe. 
I'm personally enthralled 
at the promise of flying cars, 
people on Mars and astronaut 
ice cream bars that we've been 
dreaming of since "Back to 
the Future II." The most excit- 
ing prospect of the future is 
exactly what the sexual climate 
will be like. In my lifetime, 
I've progressively seen more 
skin allowed on television and 
more fetishes allowed in por- 
nography. 
When I was just a por- 
neophyte, I remember being 
disturbed by the sights of 
anime porn and gangbangs. 
Nowadays, I see a scatological 
dwarf orgy and just shrug it off 
like it's a rerun of "The Brady 
Bunch." You remember when 
Marcia got hit in the nose by 
a football? That reminds me 
so much of the scene in "Baby 
Furs" where the adult man 
dressed like a baby has sex 
with a girl in a squirrel cos- 
tume. What a classic! 
With the envelope being 
pushed    around    like    Rick 
Moranis  in every  movie 
he's ever been in, what's 
next for our society? I'd 
have to say that the only 
way to go is up, and the 
furthest up I can think 
of is  space.   First,   it'll 
start out innocent enough, 
with   tight-fitting   moon- 
suits    that    have    genital 
exposure flaps for low-gravi- 
ty moon loving. Once people 
get bored with low-gravity, 
they'll   start  begging  for 
all-nude, no-gravity space 
station orgies. People will 
just   be   floating   around 
from    person    to    person, 
awkwardly   trying   to   get 
in planting position. Jokes 
will be made about not 
having   enough   thrust 
and   astronomical   porn- 
noisseurs everywhere will 
have a good chuckle. 
Right now bestiality is a 
touchy subject, but can you 
imagine the hubbub that 
will surround alien fetishes? 
I know Glaxxor from Gleep 
Gloppistan has seven anten- 
nas, but does he really need 
to run and promote www. 
GlaxxorSeptupletSex.com? 
Sadly, even in the future when 
Klingons are allowed to mate 
with Romulans, Texas and 
Mississippi will still define 
homosexual relations as sod- 
omy. Two steps forward and 
one step back is what I always 
say. 
The   mile-high   club   will 
become irrelevant 
when      beaming 
up becomes 
standard. People 
will be asking if 
you've ever trans- 
mitted      yourself 
vith another person 
while separated 
into  a million  tiny 
particles.     There's 
nothing       sexier 
than   trillions   of 
quarks mixing fla- 
vors while being 
transported 
across      the 
galaxies     in 
under  12 par- 
sees. This kind 
of microscopic 
sex   will   rede- 
fine the meaning 
of being  on top  or 
bottom. 
Time travel will 
promise to create 
the craziest sexual 
fetishes that we 
can conceive. Ever 
thought that power 
was really sexy? Now you 
can go back in time and try 
to get Cleopatra to use your 
snake on her breast. Are you 
really intrigued by just how 
prominent Genghis Khan's 
seed was? Go back and see 
what the Mongolian Beef is 
really all about. 
Do you really like the idea 
of a threesome, but your part- 
ner says that it makes them 
too jealous? Travel back a 
few days and have your past 
self join in the party. Are you 
gay and narcissistic? Collect a 
few days' worth of your past 
self together and blur the line 
between orgies, masturbation 
and incest. 
As virtual reality approach- 
es the sensations and stimula- 
tions of sexual reality, you will 
see the prostitution industry 
take a big dive. Why leave 
your house, spend $300 and 
risk crab infestation when you 
can get all the pleasures and 
none of the questionable legal- 
ity with your computer? As 
Microsoft and Sony create the 
XXXBox and the PS3-some sex 
simulator consoles (that will 
involve limited releases, camp- 
ing outside of porn shops and 
eBay price gouging), Nintendo 
will release the Nintendo 64- 
play that only goes so far as 
kissing and above the waist 
touching. It will however 
appeal more to the average 
person who doesn't crave 
hardcore sex; and while the 
virtual models you make out 
with aren't as good-looking as 
Sony's and Microsoft's coun- 
terparts, they will be a lot more 
fun to hang out with. 
All of these fantastic future 
plans are hinging on the fact 
that our future is more like 
that of "Star Wars" and "Star 
Trek" instead of some dysto- 
pian nightmare like in "1984" 
or "The Handmaid's Tale." If 
the latter is the case, then look 
forward to years of sex solely 
for procreation and conserva- 
tive outfits that make men 
and women look like asexual 
beings. 
All we can hope for is 
some sort of revolutionary to 
come along wearing only a 
diamond-studded cod piece 
and fighting against the man 
for sexual freedom. We'll call 
this abstinence-fighter G. Spot 
Clitzgerald for sake of turning 
another person of artistic dis- 
tinction into a sexual pun for 
[DECEMBER   1, 2006] .  # 
the sake of my article. 
If we aren't careful, our 
society could turn into one 
much like that of "Fahrenheit 
451," except the government 
would travel around burning 
pornography. Down the road, 
even "National Geographic" 
magazines will be torched 
because studies on tribal cul- 
tures are apparently scandal- 
ous enough to cause sexual 
arousal. Much like the prohibi- 
tion, there will be a black-on- 
black market for transport of 
said goods, so that collectors 
and perverts alike don't get 
robbed of the necessities. 
Worry not, though, because 
I feel like our culture is headed 
in the right direction. Last 
year, I received a letter to the 
editor from someone who 
read my history of sex toys 
and said she would not have 
come to Clemson if she had 
seen it before applying to 
schools. Cue two months later 
when the South Carolina Press 
Association gave me an award 
for the very same article. If the 
South Carolina Press can enjoy 
an article where I talk about a 
dildo causing the First World 
War, then I still have faith in 
our country. 
Should I not return next 
semester to write again because 
of a government ruling against 
this kind of filth, start hiding 
those old Playboys before the 
firemen come. However, if we 
continue down this sexually 
accepting path, be prepared to 
read my article while suspend- 
ed in a zero gravity chamber as 
Quasella, the tri-breasted plea- 
sure-creature from Sexulon 9, 
makes all of your alien fetish 
dreams come true. 
Happy New Year! 
i AM MOViES 
i AM MUSiC 
i AM ENTERTAINMENT 
i AM INVOLVED 
i AM LiVE 
CLEMSONLiVE 
CLEMSONUVE 
entertainment for you! 
£ 
o 
u 
id 
> 
If YOU want to get 
INVOLVED with CLEMSONLiVE 
and ACTIVATE your 
ENTERTAINMENT iDEAS for 
next semester, 
we would LOVE to hear them. 
Get iNVOLVED with 
CLEMSONLiVE! 
Visit: www.clemsonlive.com. 
Email: live@clemson.edu 
to become a member or 
attend our next meeting. 
Z 
o 
2 
UJ 
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MOViES 
Junebug 
Friday, December 1 @ 8:00 PM 
McKissick Theater, Hendrix $1.00 
1       I 
An art dealer marries her "Mr. Right" and heads down 
to North Carolina to meet her new in-laws in hopes 
that she can find a local artist for her business along 
the way. But once in the South, the refined "city girr 
learns a thing or two about family ties and sweet 
southern livin'. 
The cast includes Benjamin McKenzie of The OC. 
CLEMSONLiVE thanks YOU for an excellent 
Fall semester. 
We wish you the best of luck on your Final 
Exams! 
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CHRIS JAYNES 
STAFF WRITER 
I don't know about the 
rest of you, but as I left for my 
first college semester, I saw a 
little gleam in my mom's eye. 
I thought she may have been a 
little sad to see her firstborn go 
and, to be honest, I was a little 
sad to leave. It wasn't until 
that first trip home my fresh- 
man year that I understood 
exactly what that gleam meant. 
After hugs and a quick snack, I 
headed back to my room only 
to discover it wasn't my room. 
The walls were painted, there 
was new furniture and no bed. 
I think my mom had been wait- 
ing years for me to leave so she 
could finally convert my room 
into something new. 
I tell you this to set up 
the fact that I spent all of 
Thanksgiving break in the liv- 
ing room on the couch, and it 
was the perfect time to get clos- 
er to my family. Not to say that 
the couch wouldn't be where I 
would be if I had a bed, but it 
was a forced situation. It's not 
too bad of a situation, though, 
as I came prepared with my 
collection of DVDs. If I was 
going to be in the living room 
the whole time, I was going to 
serial A443APC 1024p camera 4 1/250 and £8 
enjoy it. I have a nice collection 
that screams snob. In my sleek, 
sexy binder, I had what some 
would consider highbrow art, 
the films that Turner Classic 
Movies plays ad nauseam. I 
had my Kurosawa, Rossellini, 
Scorsese, Fellini, Hitchcock 
and Wes Anderson. 
I got home and plopped 
down on the couch and started 
to thumb through the binder 
for my appetizer of the feast 
of movies I had planned to 
devour. Flipping through 
the collection, I had reserva- 
tions about every movie that I 
wanted to watch first. "Seven 
Samurai?" No, too long. I 
didn't think my mom would 
appreciate the language in 
Alexander Payne's "Election." 
It's not to say these films 
aren't great pieces of art and 
shouldn't be watched, but I 
didn't want to force them on 
my family. You only have so 
much time to spend with the 
ones you love, so why not 
watch more enjoyable films. 
Enjoyable films can mean a lot 
of different options; in fact, you 
are probably thinking of some 
right now. Nothing is harder 
to answer than the question 
"What is your favorite movie?" 
I   personally   grimace   every 
time I get asked that question. 
It is incredibly hard to narrow 
it down to just a lonely, solitary 
choice; I couldn't even do one 
for each genre. I compiled a top 
10 list of my favorite movies, 
but even then I felt like I was 
neglecting some prodigious 
movies. 
So what movies did I wind 
up watching with my fam- 
ily? Mainly comedies. Nothing 
brings a group together like a 
light-hearted comedy. We intro- 
duced my younger sister to the 
satire of Christopher Guest 
with "Best in Show." Who 
knew that watching couples 
get ready for a dog show could 
be so funny? The sheer amount 
of talent that is in the film is 
enough to warrant watching 
it, particularly Fred Willard as 
the announcer for the compe- 
tition. After "Best in Show," 
we popped in the tried and 
true "Happy Gilmore." Adam 
Sandler's career may have 
headed the way of Shooter 
McGavin, but at one point, it 
was funny. Another classic we 
watched, and we actually saw 
this as a family when it was 
in theaters, was "Toy Story." 
The number of memories that 
this movie brought up was 
incredible. This is the beauty 
of films; not only can they raise 
attention on important political 
positions, but they can bring 
people closer together. 
With Christmas approach- 
ing, start thinking of some 
good family movies you can 
watch. They don't have to be 
works of art, just something 
that you and your family can 
enjoy together; and nothing 
brings you closer together with 
your family than having no 
bedroom. Happy Holidays! 
Local band hops 
aboard soul train 
MEREDITH HUMPHREY 
STAFF WRITER 
Numerous bands have been 
started in the Clemson area, but 
few have a professional album 
and been on the Warped Tour. 
The Last Car in Alaska has 
accomplished both, and their 
success is on the rise. With the 
recent release of their six- track 
album "Comfort" and touring 
along the eastern coast, the 
punk rock band has found their 
name spreading. 
The band began in 2004 here 
at Clemson University with 
vocalist/guitarist Dan Ubilla, 
drummer Andy Campbell 
and vocalist/bassist Jared 
Weinstein. The group was able 
to make a professional album 
when their friends in the band 
Elixir of Jade were looking to 
record and they came in contact 
with Ben McCall and Assembly 
Line Studios. The band toured 
the studio and soon began 
recording their album. 
The band's experience in 
recording the album proved to 
be quite memorable. 
"We got a good vibe from 
[McCall] and the place ... so 
we set something up, and long 
story short, we made sweet 
musical love," Ubilla said. 
The group's appearance 
on the Warped Tour was the 
result of many applications 
with questionnaires and links 
to the band's music. They 
were chosen to perform on the 
"Kevin Says" stage, which was 
named after Kevin Lyman, who 
founded the tour, and the band 
found it "quite the honor to get 
chosen," Ubilla said. 
For now, the band is tour- 
ing around the South Carolina, 
North Carolina and Georgia 
area to spread their new EP. 
They definitely do want to get 
back on the Warped Tour next 
year. 
"In the meanwhile, we're 
writing lyrics and parts here 
and there that'll end up com- 
prising a slew of songs that 
might eventually make a future 
release," Ubilla said. 
As for the unique band 
name, the group was heav- 
ily influenced by the band the 
Sugarland Run, which also 
began on a college campus. 
The band showed great prom- 
ise, but broke up due to various 
pressures that the group had 
to face. A line in one of their 
songs went, "I'm in the last car 
in Alaska / I don't know how I 
got this way." 
Ubilla, Campbell and 
Weinstein wanted the emo- 
tions behind the song to stay 
with them, though. "We felt 
like the songs as a whole spoke 
of hope and isolation," Ubilla 
said. "Seeing as we were start- 
ing a punk rock band in South 
Carolina, we could relate." 
Their albums are available 
online at Interpunk.com and 
Smartpunk.com. To check out 
the band, read journals or find 
out about upcoming shows, 
visit thelastcarinalaska.com. 
Clemson Fund Presents 
ic 
It's the simplest way to handle Book-Buy-Back time! 
When you participate in this year's Give 'N Go 
textbook drive, you're not only saying goodbye 
to those dreaded Book-Buy-Back lines, you're 
helping to keep the price of textbooks down and 
taking advantage of the most convenient way 
to make your annual gift to the Clemson Fund. 
Drop off your Give 'N Go book bag at 
• The Campus Bookstore in the Hendrix Center 
• Alumni Center 
• Clemson Fund Office at 110 Daniel Drive 
Regular Barnes and Noble Book-Buy-Back policy applies. 
For more information, visit www.clemson.edu/givengo. 
riFMSON FUND 
Your annual gift makes a difference. 
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Signpost 
Liz HUNTER 
ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR 
College, like the real 
world, is a constant learn- 
ing experience. No matter if 
you're a seasoned senior on 
the verge of an emotional 
breakdown or a freshman still 
"totally stoked" about your 
first semester out of your par- 
ents' house, each new semes- 
ter holds fresh lessons about 
Clemson. New classes take us 
to new buildings, new profes- 
sors give us something new to 
complain about with friends 
and new sports seasons give 
us new reasons to be grumpy. 
In honor of the end of the 
semester, I have compiled a 
list of the things that I have 
learned about Clemson this 
semester. 
Lesson One: Avoid Long 
Hall. At all costs. Why, you 
ask? Simple. Because it smells 
like the most offensive ass- 
odor you could imagine. No, 
seriously,    people.    I'm   not 
exaggerating. It is without a 
doubt one of the worst stench- 
es I have ever had to endure 
for three gag-full hours each 
week. It's so bad, it makes you 
want to slap your mother. My 
advice: If you have a class in 
Long, wear clothes you don't 
care about. My roommate 
always knows when I've been 
to Long, and I don't have to 
say a word. 
Lesson Two: English is 
and always will be the best 
college major...ever. If you 
dare doubt me, I will not only 
destroy you, but I will correct 
your grammar and edit your 
term papers...with red ink! 
Oh, and FYI: please, for the 
love of Rudolph, learn the 
difference between "there," 
"their" and "they're." 
Lesson Three: Despite 
what adults and doctors say, 
sleep is, in fact, unnecessary. I 
used to be one of those people 
who prided themselves with a 
healthy sleep schedule. Then 
my sophomore year hap- 
pened. Sleep is for old people. 
We young, virulent scholars 
have trained our bodies to 
keep ungodly hours. In fact, 
I've even turned into some- 
what of a vampire. I only 
come out at night. No matter 
what any level-headed person 
might try to tell you, the best 
writing happens at 2 a.m. 
Lesson Four: The Tillman 
bells are cool. Until you live 
near them. At the beginning 
of the semester, when the 
bell-ringing class begins, you 
will hear the same three notes 
over and over. And you will 
hear the same song using the 
same three notes over and 
over. Then again, it does have 
its payoff, like when they 
play Christmas carols during 
the holiday season. Also, the 
other day, I was leaving to go 
to class and, I kid you not, the 
theme song to Indiana Jones 
started playing really loudly 
from the Tillman bells. Now, I 
don't care who you are, that's 
totally fetch. 
Lesson Five: Don't wait 
until production night to 
write your column. It rarely 
ever works to force yourself to 
write when not inspired, and 
what does get written usually 
ends up being pretty lame. 
But I'd never do that. Wait... 
Happy Holidays! 
Liz Hunter is a sophomore 
majoring in English. She's 
dealing with writer s 
block. Send comments to 
timeout@thetigernews. com 
Eileen Ivers & 
Immigrant Soul 
An Irish Christmas 
Monday, Dec. 4,8 pm 
^he <s%woks Renter 
FOR  THE   PERFORMING   ARTS 
Brooks Center Box Office 
Monday-Friday, 1-5 p.m. 
(864) 656-RSVP (7787) 
www.clemson.edu/Brooks 
CU STUDENT DISCOUNT 
$2 OFF 
TICKETS: $22 ADULTS/$17 STUDENTS 
EILEEN IVERS & 
IMMIGRANT SOUL 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 4, 8 PM 
PRESENT THIS COUPON AT 
THE BOX OFFICE. DISCOUNT AVAILABLE 
UPON REQUEST WITH 
STUDENT IDENTIFICATION. 
THE TOP 
MEMORABLE 
TOY 
CRAZES 
KATE LEHMAN 
STAFF WRITER 
Everyone has experienced a 
Christmas where there has been 
some outrageous toy craze, 
and if Santa does not leave you 
that one present on Christmas 
morning, then none of the 
neighborhood kids will be play- 
ing with you. Here are the Top 5 
Memorable Toy Crazes: 
5. Super Soakers: Say good- 
bye to the days of water bal- 
loons fights. No longer do you 
need to prepare for a day of 
spontaneous water fights; par- 
ents need not supply the pop- 
able rubbers, nor do you need 
to stand forever at a hose filling 
those balloon up. Water guns 
have taken summertime fun to 
the next level, with guns that 
can hold an incredible amount 
of water (at least when first 
introduced) and shoot over an 
incredible distance. Even today 
the water gun species continues 
to evolve to make water fights 
longer, better and include more 
water. 
4. Tamagotchi: Making 
its first appearance in 1996, 
Tamagotchis were notorious for 
snaking their way into the class- 
room. Before text messaging or 
Internet surfing, one could take, 
care of his or her digital pet. In a 
convenient key chain form, the 
Tamagotchi was designed to go 
everywhere. 
3. Furby: First appearing 
in 1998, Hasbro started an 
intelligent   toy   phenomenon. 
Furbies were offered in a wide 
variety, with varying fur pat- 
terns, different eye colors and 
individual names, giving them 
the impression that each child 
owned a unique Furby. They 
actually "learned" the more 
you played with them, thus 
encouraging play time. How 
clever. Furbies could interact 
with other Furbies, so if you 
were the unfortunate kid who 
did not have a Furby, then play- 
time sucked. 
2. Tickle-Me Elmo: Who 
could forget this red creature 
and his high-pitched giggles? 
Parents were literally knocking 
other adults to get their hands 
on this stuffed star from the 
streets of Sesame. 
1. Pokemon: Gotta catch 'em 
all. And people literally tried. 
A videogame for Gameboy 
started this initial craze that 
exploded into much more. The 
first versions of Red and Blue 
started with catching, training, 
trading and fighting Pokemon 
(Pocket Monsters coming from 
the Japanese words Poketto 
Monsuta). The game opened 
with the choice between three 
subjects: Pokemon, Bulbasaur 
and Charmander. The second 
generation of Pokemon intro- 
duced 100 new characters to 
catch and trade. You could 
hook up Gameboys to trade 
Pokemon to beat the various 
bosses or expand your overall 
collection. But the Pokemon 
certainly qualified as a trade 
as everyone truly tried to catch 
them all. 
Happy Holidays! 
(Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah, Happy 
Kwanza, and so on and so forth.) 
FKEfNANT... 
or think you mijht be? 
■ w  -.^ 
■^ Vv -■\ 
w \' r\\-- *  • 
Stop by Birthright 
for a pregnancy test 
that is free, reliable, 
confidential, 
accurate... 
and it only takes 
4 minutes. 
No appointment 
needed. 
WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP 
Birthright of Clemson 
654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline) 
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson 
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America) 
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ACROSS 
1 
4 
9 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
22 
Body of water 
Scale 
Apexes 
Beer container 
Bread 
Radical 
Be incorrect 
Heavy-set 
Ranged 
Like hippie's clothing 
Parent teacher groups 
24 Acquaint 
25 Biblical "you" 
Swiss-1 ike cheese 
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. _ 
Scold 
Brew 
Fat 
City in Ohio 
Tusked animal 
Horizontal 
Carry quickly 
Defeat 
Turf 
Wildcats 
Celebrity 
Bath 
Sports channel 
Ice cream holder 
55  Cutting tool 
57  Plant lice 
59  Singing voice 
62   Diamond feature 
27 
31 
32 
33 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
43 
44 
45 
47 
51 
53 
54 
65 Constellation 
66 Consolidation 
67 Drug doers 
68 Serving of corn 
69 Wood 
70 Architect Frank 
Wright 
71 Trinitrotoluene 
DOWN 
1 Draw quickly 
2 Strangely 
3 United 
4 Satiate 
5 Oil 
6 Winter hazard 
7 Married woman 
8 Blared 
9 Manner 
10 Shutdown 
11 I want my  
12 Before, poetically 
13 Homesick 
21 Lives in 
23 Ball holder 
25 Not that 
26 Concealed 
28 Fix the socks 
29 Healing plant 
30 Males 
32 Computer part 
35 Gall 
36 Imitate 
Last Week's Solution 
AHE*Ml|ZETA|rG"R    I    E   F 
s  A A R HA M I   DIH E  N R  I 
K I S sip I K E IQ A T A R 
EKE [NOT I N G| POSE 
DULCET ^^HA   B   S ■■■ 
■HR o EIME S A|S B E 
■ I    R   0   N   C   L   A   DMN   0  T    E   S 
A R I AHA L I HP U R E 
D   I    C   T   Alu   T   T   E   R    I    N   GJ| 
s s  E|D A D A|S A NP^M 
IF M Gl STEAKS 
S E M I BO P E R A SIN I P 
A   R   E   N 7l TROY BBA   N   T    I 
S    I    N   A   I  1A   I    D   E Is    I    T   E 
SCULLIISEERIIKEYS 
Hwy 123 and Old Clemson Hwy 
Heading Towards Seneca 
Pulling an all nighter? 
I So arc we, I 
I    Buy one chiller, fountain I 
I drink, coffee or cappuccino I 
I     between lipm and 5am 1 
1 and get one free | 
37 Trite artwork 
38 Hold it there 
39 Helps 
40 Bridge 
41 Ship initials 
42 West southwest 
43 Arbiter 
45 Brand of dispensable 
candy 
46 Avail 
48 Loo 
49 Of the Andes 
50 Vacation spot 
52 Wood 
56 Medicine amount 
57 Airy 
58 Post-Traumatic stress 
disorder 
59 Mayan language 
60 Epoch 
61 Hurry 
63 American sign language 
64 Chief executive officer 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 
17 18 19 
20 21 1 22 23 
24 
32 
25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 33 
34 35 1 36 37 
38 39 1 40 41 
42 I43 
44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
51 52 53 54 
1 5S 56 1 57 58 
59 60 61 62 63 64 65 
66 67 68 
69 70 71 
Expires 12/09/O6   I 
L   —   —   —   —   — 
For mimmrM^emeiiis amdf mfommtion 24/7 
Parking Services 
Fike Recreation Center 
Taps Yearbook 
Intramurals 
The Tiger 
University Housing 
WSBF 88.1 FM 
Fraternity Life 
Semantics 
Sorority Life 
Outdoor Recreation 
Clemson Cable Network 
The Book Store 
Tiger Town Observer 
CHANNEL 
Students living on campus now 
have a new source of announce- 
ments and information about 
everything from where to park 
on game day to who's coming to 
Littlejohn Coliseum for a con- 
cert. And it's as easy as turning 
your television to Channel 2. For 
more information on this service, 
or to post your announcements, 
call Patrick Neal at 656-7671. 
Information and Announcements for the Clemson Community 
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Antoinette" CD rocks fans 
gjWjtoin 
>undtra< 
.ease: Out Now 
LINDSAY BRASINGTON 
STAFF WRITER 
Marie Antoinette could 
not be any more happy with 
the soundtrack to the movie 
based on her life if she were 
alive today. It is an excellent 
mix of both modern and clas- 
sical music blended together 
into a beautiful accompani- 
ment to Sofia Coppola's film. 
When the first notes of 
"Hong Kong Garden" by 
Siouxsie and the Banshees 
begins to play, it is some- 
what surprising that such a 
modern song would be on 
the soundtrack to a movie set 
during the French Revolution, 
but it works very well on the 
album. Hearing the guitars, 
drums and rock instruments 
from the 21st century, one 
gets the sense that Marie 
Antoinette would enjoy this 
type of music. But these songs 
are coupled with numerous 
mellow classically styled 
songs. 
The record features a blend 
of musical groups such as the 
Strokes, the Cure, Antonio 
Vivaldi, New Order, the Radio 
Dept. and numerous others. 
The first disc is mostly 
modern rhythms and soft 
rock, while the second disc 
is more classical featuring an 
opera style, which was tradi- 
tional of the time period. The 
result   of   this   collaboration 
is an upbeat first half and a 
somber, instrumental second 
half. 
Even the modern rock, 
though it seems out of place 
for the period, accompa- 
nies the life of the queen of 
excessiveness very well. Her 
legendary life of indulgence 
and pleasure is summed up 
in the song "Natural's Not 
In It" by Gang of Four. The 
lyrics include, "The problem 
of leisure: What to do for 
pleasure?" 
Hearing the electric 
guitars and modern drum 
beats of Adam and the Ants' 
"Kings of the Wild Frontier," 
one gets the sense that Marie 
Antoinette would have loved 
the rock genre and would 
probably have had these 
instruments in her ballroom 
rather than a string quintet if 
she could. 
However, the mood of the 
album is more serene than 
rock. The objective seems to 
portray Antoinette more as a 
sympathetic character than a 
villain. Though the film tries 
to dispel the infamous "Let 
them eat cake" myth, much 
of the soundtrack still fol- 
lows Antoinette's extravagant 
tastes. The album features the 
famous songs "I Want Candy" 
and "Fools Rush In," per- 
formed by the '80s New Wave 
band Bow Wow Wow. 
The CD's mix of musical 
genres captures the youth 
and courage of the highly 
criticized Austrian queen 
of France. Like the film, the 
soundtrack has an aesthetic 
nature. It is put together in 
a way that the listener can 
almost see the grandeur of 
Antoinette's Versailles palace. 
Whether you agree that the 
music worked well in the film 
or not, this CD is a must-have 
for anyone who enjoys both 
classical and contemporary 
music. It is an excellent blend 
of the two worlds coming 
together to form a beautiful 
work of art. 
COURTESY COLUMBIA PICTURES 
BRING IT ON, VERSAILLES: The soundtrack to the film "Marie 
Antoinette" features classical and modern music. 
THE POWER TO 
TALK THE TALK AND 
ROCK THE ROCK 
$9999 
after $50 mail-in rebate. 
> Bluetooth* Wireless Technology enabled 
> Streaming music enabled 
> Built-in 1.3MP camera & video 
camcorder 
Phone offer requires new line of service St two-yen 
subscriber agreement 
Sprint Fair & Flexible" Plans 
200 Anytime Minutes for 
$29"7ma 
50% off 
select accessories 
with new 
activation. 
Additional restrictions may 
apply. See in store for details. 
Other monthly charges apply. 
See below for details." 
Two extra hours. 
No extra charge. 
Unlimited night calling starts 
at 7 pm. Only from Sprint. 
Sprint > 
Toj«th»fwltriNEXTEL 
Sprint of Clemson 
Located beside McDonalds 
on Tiger Blvd. (Hwy 123) 
(864) 654-9459 
Stop by todayl 
(lEfCONNECIED 
HUta esckitte tam ti SprM Fm [iKludlnf UV dunjc ^ 
charges. 
Coverage not avail, everywhere Avail features & services will vary by phone/network Nationwide Sprint PCS Network reaches over 250 mSion people Oners not avail in at markets. Subject to credit approval, $36 
activation & $?00 early termination fee per ine. Deposit may be req'd Addl terms & lestnctiom apply. See store or Sprint com for details Offer ends 12/31/06 or while supplies last. Instant Savings: 
Activation it time of purchase required Mail-in Rebate: Rqrs purchase by 1/13/07 & activation by 1/27/07 Rebate amount cant exceed purchase price One must be active 30 consecutive days. Allow 
S to 12 weeks fry rebate. Fair b Flexible Man: Indudes 200 monthly Anytime Minutes adjustable in 30 mm increments for $5.00, w/ $oio/min above $00 minutes. Nights 7pm 7am & Weekends Fn 
7pm Moa 7am. Partial minutes charged as full minutes Sprint may terminate service if majority of minutes/month arc used while roaming. O2006 Spnnt NextH All rights reserved. Spnnl, the logo, 
and other trademarks are the trademarks of Sprint Nextei. 
FREE MP3 OR DVD PLAYER WITH NEW LINE OF ACTIVATION 
Redeem with this voucher. See store for details. 
focus 7K 
Craig, Bond win 
big at "Casino" 
CHRIS JAYNES 
STAFF WRITER 
Last week, millions of 
Americans ate yams, turkey 
and their words. For the past 
10 months, fans of the James 
Bond series have been harangu- 
ing anyone who would listen to 
their incessant rants on the mer- 
its of the new Bond — Daniel 
Craig. Months before the movie 
is released and many people 
are complaining that Bond is 
slightly blonde? 
The sixth iteration of Bond 
is played by the British actor 
Daniel Craig, and yes, he is 
blonde. But Craig's tall stature, 
subtle British accent and not- 
so-subtle arrogance are sending 
him on his way to be the best 
Bond yet. (Move over, Connery, 
and if any of you are thinking 
that Brosnan did any justice to 
the character, remind yourself 
that he also acted in "Mrs. 
Doubtfire.") All of the previ- 
ous Bonds have been played 
by, well, pansies. They may 
have been suave and debonair, 
but without their gadgets, they 
would be one fistfight away 
from breaking a nail and throw- 
ing a hissy fit. "Casino Royale" 
revives the Bond series from 
the lifeless cliche that it had 
become. 
This isn't a movie where 
the villain is threatening the 
world's safety with a laser, or 
where the hero foils said vil- 
lain with an invisible car. No, 
"Casino Royale" returns Bond 
back to the basics. It's slimmer, 
meaner and more hardcore. 
To achieve Double-0 status, 
an agent has to have two kills 
on  his  record.   Two   kills,   is 
that it? It's hard to think of a 
recent movie where two people 
haven't been killed. Luckily, 
we get to see Bond achieve 
his second kill, with a sense of 
humor and a lack of color. No, 
really, the opening is in black 
and white, but rest assured that 
the remainder of the movie is 
filled with women in colorful 
clothing (that is, when they are 
clothed). 
Promoting Bond to double-0 
status may have been a hasty 
move on M's (Dame Judi 
Dench) part. He is still young 
and brash, but he will use his 
brute force and cockiness to get 
the job done. 
Craig is a hands-on Bond; 
he chases fiends through con- 
struction sites, drowns them in 
sinks and even drives a Ford 
(very briefly.) Not only is Bond 
back to the basics, but so are 
the villains. Le Chiffe doesn't 
have metal teeth and he does 
cry blood (maybe because in 
the film he is with out lasers or 
Dooms Day devices). He does 
have numbers and economics 
on his side, though. Le Chiffre 
(Mads Mikkelsen) is in an elab- 
orate plot to launder money for 
third world rebel groups. Evil 
has moved to the 21st century 
and joined the likes of bankers. 
But, like all villains, Le Chiffre 
messes his plans up, and the 
only way he can redeem him- 
self is by a high stakes game of 
poker. Yes, poker. The thing you 
do with cards, not Bond girls. 
There are plenty of high 
speed chases and fights to make 
up for any short comings that 
the plot has. There are many 
exotic locations and new cre- 
ative ways of torture, which are 
very gut-wrenching. 
"Casino Royale" is what the 
Bond series should have been 
from the start, and hopefully 
Craig will accept the mission 
and make many more Bond 
movies, saving us all from 
mediocre action movies. 
COURTESY COLUMBIA PICTURES 
CASINO ROYALE WITH CHEESE: Daniel Craig takes over the 
role of James Bond in the new film "Casino Royale." 
Top 50 Things To Do Before 
You Graduate: 
#20. Go to the roof of Sikes and 
enjoy the view of campus. 
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V T>ear s>a\A,ta, 
The Timeout staff has. been vem good this, 
year. Here is a list of what we want for Christmas 
Corrida Miller 
l am not a typical gal, a^d therefore, I do not want a 
typical present, such as o^ue of those bloody Tickle-Me elmos 
I'm sorry, but i^thln-g from. Toys-fz.-us Is golt<v,g to brln-g 
me Christmas cheer. Actually, what I want for Christmas 
Is a Mary Popple bag, flying parrot umbrella included, 
seriously, flying broomsticks are so last year, {sorry, 
Harry Potter.)  No more walking to class or taking the 
CAV%us. seriously, what female does, not need a 
bottomless bag that holds everything she i^eds, a^d more? 
And with my flying umbrella atA,d magic bag, I could 
pack up and fly away to somewhere like Fiji, sai*,s a very 
expensive airplay ticket. And I wouldn't get bored because 
I would have the company of my a^kvoyli^gly cute talkliA-g 
caiA,e-haiA,dle parrot, so, sat-vta baby, hurry down, the 
chimney toi/ught! I've been a good girl, I promise. 
Meredith Humphrey 
My ultimate Christmas present 
would be a time machine so I could 
travel to the 'j-os and go to as many 
amazlc^g concerts as I wacvt. The^v, 
I would take a side trip to a pirate 
ship, just to be a pirate for a day. 
Nlkl Av^ato 
hAy dream Chrlsmahaku<v,ukwaiA,zlcah present this year 
Is the new and Improved IPodcellphoiA^cameracomputer- 
tvdvdtoothbrushlaut^drym-achlkuesoapdlspeKsertweezers- 
razorprofessorllfeparti^r. Tills way, all the respofvslbllltles 
i need to uphold as a functioning humaiA, beli^ on 
earth cai-v be efficiently executed with the use of ov^e tiny, 
compact and overpriced electronic device. I'm hopli-vg that by 
next chrlsmahakuiA,utewak\-zlcah, the Na^o version will be out! 
Chris CfliAtrell 
My dream present would be If NBC made 
a new situation comedy in which Michael 
Richards plays an eK-con trying to make 
an hokvest living as a dentist Inthe south 
side of Chicago. Cameos, would It-vclude 
Wayne K.cu.ght,julla Roberts and nay Naguv 
Tyler Mills 
My ultimate Christmas present would be 
"The golden c(irls" complete box set, which 
has the famous deleted scene where Blakvche 
goes topless and shows us whether the carpet 
really does match the drapes. I won't spoil 
the surprise -for those who haven't seen It. 
"ttH9 
Goldem Girls 
Ultimate 
Gift Set 
£7VZ> 
lAureiA, stucrlfl 
This Christmas, all i really want Is 
Califbmlcatlon. Marry me, Tony'. 
chrisjaij^es 
My dream. Christmas present would be peace on 
Earth and goodwill toward me.Just kidding! 
( want a gift card. 
JZmount. 
Gift 
_Card 
Avuta Chen 
I would really Like to find qael 
c\arcia Vernal outside m.y doorstop, 
on Christmas day, with a bow on top 
Michael Hw.i/vlew 
For my dream Christmas present, 
what I want—what I really, really want- 
-Is to zlg-a-zlg-AAAAAH-H+tH-. 
But that's only If you want to be my lover. 
Kate Lehm,aiA, 
All I want for Christmas ... is for my ride to be 
pimped! hAy speakers have got to go. My bumper 
needs to be replaced. This^e. Nissan 
Maxima needs som-e plmpln'. i am. 
tired of hearing my speakers vibrating 
on a low-volume setting when I should 
- be rattling the speakers of the car next to 
me on a higher-volume setting. My car makes 
noise that I know It should not be making. And 
Xzlblt can customize anything. My car Is his canvas 
So, please, pimp my ride. 
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We accept: Check, Purchase Order, 
Cash, and following Credit Cards 
Open Even Later 
Sunday through Thursday 11am to 2am • Friday and Saturday 11am to 4am 
15* 
• Mil 
Delivery or Carryout 
Cheesy 5^wHhonyP."oP«"hate 
LateNite 
Carryoul$pec.oU 
9pm-Close 
• Small Cheese $2*99 
• Medium Cheese $3.99 
• Large Cheese $4.99 
• X-Large Cheese $5.99 
■ -—"^^ 
Tiger Domino's 
^    501-4 Old Greenville Hwy. * Clemson, SC 29631 
Bi-Lo Shopping Center 
v 
m 
